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" We will build the Rescue Center. Not just because it’s a need or a best to do, 
but because it is about Kajulu.

After few road bumps and first sights, it was a whole crew of dynamic and 
open-minded people we met there, harvesting beans like ideas, ready to step 
up on the stage,

They gave us hospitality, shared visions, we learnt things as we were working 
together, surrounded by a future generation, right here, a bunch of active and 
dreamy children 

A year from now, we didn’t even know each other, today we are sharing a 
common tomorrow.

What we’re talking about in this report is not a project to be done, it’s going 
right now, and will go on for the next decades.

We’re talking about the continuity of a story, we’re talking about the future of 
an institute, for vulnerable and orphans, for a community and its individuals, 
the place of multi-potential people, dealing the soil, the sun and the variety of 
nature, in an organic farm called the New Land. "

Marin Germain . Kenya .  2016
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Figure 1 : Time Line Summing-up A Common Tomorrow project including travels, outcomes and network
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ABSTRACT

 ‘A Common Tomorrow’ presents an alternative strategy – it proposes 
taking action on global issues by starting at the local scale: a bottom up ap-
proach.

Today, the world is suffering severe environmental pressures. With some pla-
netary boundaries already crossed, our natural resource base is drastically 
deteriorated, damaged and spoiled. If only we weren’t preventing its rege-
neration. Situations are more unpredictable - weather is increasingly erratic 
and commodity prices volatile. We lose control, so do social and economic 
systems.

We lose diversity, we lose potential. 
We are, in the end, losing tomorrow.
Therefore, we have to learn.

When you start talking about sustainable development and the complex of 
large-scale issues, it’s hard to know where to begin. 
As students, we need to confront, to understand first, to act then, and to sus-
tain forward on the specific project we feel ready to deal with. 

Our will is to question and push the boundaries of conventional practices and 
to define the potential of alternative approaches to face environmental, social 
and economic contemporary issues.
We embrace the strength of empirical intervention, building trust and opportu-
nities, setting up a ground for change over time, where uncertainty becomes 
a motor for positive outcomes, where diversity is a key factor for resilience. 
This project is one example among thousands of participatory processes and 
action-based design projects, in the context of emerging countries, where the 
grass roots host a potential for change.

Our story is one with many layers: it’s about how we went from theory to 
practice and back again - how we applied our knowledge in the rural context 
of Kajulu Village in Kenya, with people, for, in the end, accepting to design 
something, consciously and with care.

It’s about us embracing serendipity and opening doors to anyone with an 
interest in a collective project – about letting all individuals and their assets 
playing a role in making a change. This project is a compilation of people 
paths crossing, generating intense moments of collective production.
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WRITTING PLAN

 A Common Tomorrow’s core is not an architectural project, neither a 
social or environmental planification. A Common Tomorrow is a process that 
emerged from the idea of a rescue centre initiated by Make Me Smile Kenya 
NGO, as a way to sustain a locality, its environment and its people. 

Through the different phases of the project, we present tangible outcomes, 
physical changes, but also intangible ones. They are mutually generating the 
expansion of the other, being key points for the development of the general 
process. The Rescue Centre became more and more feasible, apprehensible 
and shared as a local wish, a destiny.

I decided in this master thesis report to tell a story and expose this process 
in four parts: 

Firstly, it is about understanding the context, through historical facts and statis-
tics, showing off a global and degrading situation, in many aspects. It inculdes 
the listing of our anchors through whom our immersion and us grasping so-
cio-cultural datas were made possible. 
A problem statement is therefore identified, addressing issues at different 
scales.

It is then the acting phase, through participative methods, ecological and 
bio-architectural prototypes, driven by local knowledge, individual assets, 
being the source of collective works and small workshops. Those actions and 
the diversity of their authors built up a social network, a social capital.

The third part of this report tends to depict the sustaining aspect of the strate-
gy. We want to identify the environmental and economic principles making the 
approach resilient and the project durable.
Likewise, as students in architecture, we are calling into question the role of 
the architect within A Common Tomorrow.

After all, we are seeing forward, to the design of the Rescue Centre. Its pro-
gram and its design principles are using technics fitting the social and envi-
ronmental context of Kajulu village. In this part, we depict the necessity of 
including new stakeholders in order to plan and build the Rescue Centre, over 
time, as a multidisciplinary project.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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We can name several sociologist and architects who worked 
to set participatory practices into theories. We chose to borrow 
our framework to Nabeel Hamdi. Qualified at the Architectural 
Association in London 1968, he worked for the Greater London 
Council between 1969 and 1978, where his award-winning hou-
sing projects established his reputation in participatory design 
and planning.

 When we look back at the long term process the project 
is led by, we see three inter-connecting dimensions emerging. 
In the first place, it is important to fully understand the context 
we work with. Punctually, when we are on site, our strategy is 
to propose actions with achievable goals within the period of 
stay. Those outcomes, both tangible and intangible, are building 
trust and confidence. Besides, in a longer term perspective, eve-
ry impulsion implies a consideration for future implementations, 
leaving a stage for evolution, extension. This is what we mean by 
Understanding, Acting, and Sustaining. 

 In his books and lectures, Nabeel Hamdi insists on how 
participatory processes can expand the scope and nature of 
practice in order to add strategic value to practical work.

 " Participatory practice is necessary because it is both efficient 
and equitable. It is fundamental to building community which I 
have come to realise is equivalent to building the social economy 
of place and no just the market economy – that is the economy 
of assets, tangible and intangible, necessary for well-being and 
for sustaining livelihoods? It is fundamental for human develop-
ment) expanding people’s freedoms and choices and their capa-
city to lead lives that they value. "

The placemaker’s guide to building community
Small changes 
Nabeel Hamdi
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HOW IT STARTED
Serendipity

 The project started within the academic structure of Reality Studio, 
conducted by Chalmers University, in March 2015.
Reality Studio gives the opportunity to students from Chalmers University to 
go out of the classroom during two months and confront themselves to the 
field. A studio composed of design, planning and architecture students spent 2 
months in Kisumu, Kenya, looking for ground for action. Students were taught 
previously the basics of participatory design and prototyping methods.

Kajulu Rescue Center’s project was triggered by one of theses students Ma-
rin, meeting the co-founder of a local organisation, the NGO Make Me Smile 
Kenya, at the local swimming pool. 
The NGO Make Me Smile (MMS) works with sustainable child and youth sup-
port, with a focus on orphans and vulnerable children.

Seduced by the student energy in doing something with local resources, the 
co-founders, Maximilian and Simon, gave the opportunity to Marin, Erika, Ca-
thy and Melissa to spend time on a land the NGO recently bought. The ‘New 
Land’ was originally bought for the main purpose sustaining their Health and 
Care program, purchasing the farm to harvest crops that could help support 
their children’s lunch program but also developing clean and respectful agri-
cultural technics.

This is how the students were introduced to the New Land and its potential.
From the first visit in February 2015, a partnership began between the students 
and MMS, and is still going on today.
Along the first trip to Kisumu, the students dedicated their time to share activi-
ties with the NGO, the local inhabitants of the village and other Kenyans they 
met on their way.

The NGO also planned to build a of building a facility on site: a rescue centre 
for children, in order to fulfil a lack of facilities in the county of Kisumu. Since 
the first visit, this plan was continuously called into question, for the sake of 
the existing context.

The relationships between the European students and the local actors of Kaju-
lu Village resulted into a common ground, and triggered some of the students 
to dedicate their master thesis on the project.
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Figure 2 : Kajulu-East geo-localisation
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WHERE IT STARTED
The New Land

 The project started in the local mud house existing in the New 
Land, with European students being immersed into Kisumu country side, 
listing on a piece of paper the tools they will need the next day to start pro-
totypes, local technics understanding.

The New Land’ is located forty-five minutes to the north east of Kisumu city, 
in Kajulu East village, in Kenya.

The New Land is a roughly 200m long and 50m large countryside farm site 
composed of a harvest potential area, a flowing river, a vegetable garden 
by the mud house, and a more or less non-accessible steep area, due to 
dense and invasive grass and bushes, where erosion affects the ground. 

This location became the focus of our project for its diversity, its exposure 
and its high potential for agricultural, social and bio-architectural design.
Moreover, the site being in the outskirt of the city of Kisumu, the acces-
sible roads and the proximity from urban environment permitted to be well 
connected in case of emergency, but also logistically.

The starting point for the project was initiating organic farming and minimum 
standards on the site through planting one hundred and twenty-five (125) 
fruit trees along the site, responding to landscape intuition. The students 
delivered a workshop on the farm where all the students from Reality Studio 
the NGO, the surrounding community, mostly composed of family-houses, 
joined.

Then, few facilities were built on the site, by the old mud house, such as 
dry toilets, a working shelter, a water tank, and a small-scale grey water 
treatment plant.
The house itself became for few weeks the student dormitory and 
workshops, attracting an impressive number of local children to play, sing, 
discuss but also help on the day-to-day activities when it was needed.

This experience convinced us to work in Kajulu and set the context for the 
rest of our project, A Common Tomorrow.
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THE NEW LAND

The Mud House

Figure 3 : Kajulu East Valley Situation Plan showcasing low density of population and presence of 

flowing water sources
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WITH WHOM
Make Me Smile NGO 

 The development of the NGO “Make Me Smile Kenya” began with the 
foundation of the “ Children house Miwani “ by Maximilian and Irmgard Ullrich 
with Simon Peter Otieno, in cooperation with the “ Therapeutic Communities “, 
in the beginning of 2009. 

Make Me Smile Kenya is dedicated to provide child care and development 
aid with a holistic approach in which orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) 
under their care enjoy full rights. They are providing health care, education 
and vocational training, shelter and protection, economic strengthening and 
psychosocial support to more than 3000 children and their caregivers.
Furthermore they want to assure the children proper development in a way 
leading them to be self reliant citizens in the society with the capability to fulfil 
their goals.

In cooperation with FICE Kenya and US AID and the assistance of Mag. Her-
mann Radler they established a professional child and youth care worker 
training in psychosocial support and counselling.
Furthermore, they organize and host trainings in sustainable agriculture and 
awareness programmes with adolescent groups and youths to provide space 
for exchange and generate consciousness about HIV/Aids, Prevention, Family 
Planning, Health and Hygiene Issues.
Through their outreach - and scholarship programmes they provide children, 
families and youths opportunities of development, education and empower-
ment in form of economic strengthening to help them sustain themselves, their 
families and the community as a whole.
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TEAM RARUDI

 The Reality Studio students, after helping planting 100 fruits trees on 
the land, encouraged the neighbours to work with them on the construction 
of minimum standard facilities, including a water harvesting roof system, a 
washing station, a cover shed-workshop and a grey water treatment system. 
Through their immersion on the farm, a local team, initially made of eight local 
men part of Kajulu community, was formed : Team Rarudi.
The team was registered in October 2015 and is still taking care of the site.

The land has become a flagship project, which involved the entire neighbou-
rhood. But this is not the end of the story – the Team Rarudi continues. Their 
goal is to become independent and self-sustained, starting up actions, to 
develop a local business and host community forums.

The " New-Land-Team " fertilized the soil with cow dung and planted pulses 
(beans, green grams and ground nuts) to boost the soil with nitrogen. 
The overarching goal being to achieve self-reliance and sustainability, Team 
Rarudi members began building an organic tree nursery with fruit, fencing and 
timber trees, which shall be planted and sold locally.
Make Me Smile Kenya supported the project with a microcredit to realize their 
ideas. They bought farming equipment and seeds, attended to agro forestry 
and bee keeping trainings. The bee hive project will support them in moving 
towards a financial sustainable solution, while enhancing deforestation.

As soon as they will be financially able, Team Rarudi will start to pay the bor-
rowed money back and pass their acquired knowledge on to other groups and 
members in the community. 

From the effusion of ideas and the different inputs, the initial team of eight 
local men, attracted women, and is counting now 15 people organising them-
selves with the support of the NGO.

Some of the fruit trees planted a year ago are now giving fruits, the soil is 
enriched and regular children clubs take place by the workshop shelter.

Following, are pictures of the different physical outcomes the student of Rea-
lity Studio and Team Rarudi achieved together in 2015.
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UNDERSTANDING
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“ Because we are students of the world I believe we have this capacity of 
grasping differencies, showing tolerance and curiosity. We are able to blend 
and interact in a environment which is far different from ours. ”

Gaelle Cozic  - 2016

“ People linving in a locality take for granted what is there, as a norm. People 
coming from a different locality can really inject something new.
Globalization, not in the abstract, is a very beautiful thing. I think we are all 
one, we differ because we live in different places. ”

Bruce Muggola - 2015

A COMMON TOMORROW
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1. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Kenya Historical and political situation

 Before going to Kenya, we conducted a few studies of the political, 
economical and social situation. Kenya, as all African countries, has in the last 
decades, gone through multiple changes and marking events.
In order to understand some of the socio-cultural aspect of today, it is a must 
to be aware of the historical context of Kenya before planning any develop-
ment. 

When independence happened, ex-colonist politicians declared to Kenya : 
"you will recover your rights, you identities as African." 
But tribes never recovered neither rights, nor identity. Most of the tribal lan-
guages are not recognized; some of the geographical boundaries of tribe’s 
territories are split into two countries, some into three. Ethnic’s rights, in the 
Kenyan Constitution, are not aligned to citizen rights. For a matter of heteroge-
neity in the Constitution, amendments don’t allow some of the tribal practices.

From previous studies, speeches, lectures, we understand that African de-
mocracies are often not as democratic as we would like to believe, and are 
run by an omnipresent corruption. When we travelled to Nairobi, we realised 
that corruption is mostly due to international pressures. Big companies and 
multi-national firms, driven by economical interests, are the one attracting 
decision-makers attentions, to the detriment of the mass population needs.

Where are the fragile boundaries between a humanitarian project and neo-co-
lonist project? 

The history and colonialism is anchored in people’s mind. We are white. We are 
Europeans, future architects. As they call us, we are ‘mzungus’. We come to 
Kenya for a project. Kenyan’s point of view on our actions are almost always 
biased, either from a scepticism due to memories and association with past, 
or by an odd feeling of natural superiority on what we propose, what we plan, 
due to our higher education level. 

Being not professional, we are not an NGO, we are students of the world and 
this profile definitely makes our introduction to communities easier. We are 
not sure of what we are doing, we are still learning, we don’t come to suck 
resources nor to give jobs, we come to learn from the context. This master 
thesis project aims to understand and take action in an environment where the 
people open its doors. We are not doing humanitarian since we don’t protect. 
We are experiencing here our academic knowledge on the field.

UNDERSTANDING
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 HISTORICAL FACTS

 In 1920, the country becomes a British colony. The independence is 
obtained on December, 12th 1963 and Kenya becomes a republic in De-
cember 1964. The British ruled Kenya for almost 100 years until gaining inde-
pendence. Kenya’s current constitution was enacted in August 2010 replacing 
the old one which had been in place since Independence.

 DEMOGRAPHY

 Kenya is populated by 44 300 000 inhabitants. The National lan-
guages are English and Swahili. Besides, 42 tribe languages are still spoken 
all over the country. The major tribes represented are Kikuyu (22%); Luhya 
(14%); Luo (13%); Kalenjin (12%) and Kamba (11%).
Realised in 1998, the pyramid shows a shortage of population between 14 
and 24 years old, which can be explained by two causes:
- a peak of AIDS and no treatment
- young men leaving the city for economical reason

 KISUMU, Kenya

 Third biggest city in Kenya, after Nairobi and Mombasa, Kisumu is 
the biggest port in Lake Victoria. It was created in 1901 by British for ferries 
loading and unloading.
Kisumu’s population is 409 928 inhabitants. The density is 74,11 inhabitants 
per km2.
Located along the shores of Lake Victoria, Kisumu County is home to 952,645 
people. The population is projected to grow to 1,145,749 by 2017.
In 2007, Kisumu was the first city elected by ONU to be part of the program 
for reduction of poverty, accessibility to potable water and education.

 PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM

 The ancestral society of Luos is patriarchal. Men are allowed to 
have several wives if they are able to provide for their need.

 ENVIRONMENT

 Destruction of forests and wetlands in the county, and the resul-
tant biodiversity loss, is a key environmental challenge. Population growth, 
agricultural expansion, over-dependence on wood fuels, and low levels of 
deforestation has accelerated deforestation in the county. The loss of forests 
and wetlands can have consequences for ecosystems and food security.

UNDERSTANDING
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UNDERSTANDING

 LIVING CONDITIONS

 The main economy comes from fishing, farming (rice, sugar, maize), 
livestock keeping, and small scale trading. 
Poverty is rated as 46% and unemployment as 30%

Slums1 exist in the city’s periphery. Approximately 60 per cent of the urban 
population of Kisumu lives in areas classified as slums, where the main issue 
is accessibility to water and hygiene, especially during monsoon when the 
floods occur.

 WATER MANAGEMENT

 A small water treatment plant composed with 9 basins is situated in 
the south of the city, and can only treat 20 000 m3 per day.
KIWASCO (Kisumu Water and Sewerage Company) installed some potable wa-
ter source points in order to rent them to private companies. Those companies 
sell back this water five times more expensive than what Kiwasco charges the 
houses connected to the public system. 

In Kajulu Village, by the bank of the main river, the pipe of Kiwasco goes. There 
is not collection point though in Kajulu East.

Close to the New Land, a grandma’ hawked the system by drilling a hole in the 
pipe. She sells for low price water to the neighbours.

 LINKING POPULATION, ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

 Given the strong links between population dynamics, environment, 
and climate change, integrated policy and program responses to addressing 
them would make sense and offer combined benefits for sustainable develop-
ment in Kisumu County.

A project for sanitation of life condition was started in 2006 by UN-Habitat and 
COHRE (Centre on Housing Rights and Eviction) in order to built dwellings 
connected to the public water system (KIWASCO), to electricity and sewerage.

1 slum definiton : thickly populated, run-down, squalid part of a city, inhabited by poor people
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

 The waste management system covers only the city centre, which 
represents 10 per cent of the total agglomeration.
Approximately 20 per cent of the solid waste created by the city is collected by 
local authorities, but the system works only in the city centre, where bins has 
been installed on walkways with the help of UN-Habitat. 

Some private collectors, registered or not, are operating, such as KCORE (Kisu-
mu Recyclers and Collectors Association) which operates since 2006 in high-in-
come neighbourhoods. Prices are set according the quantity of waste or for 
commercial firms.

After being sorted, some of the plastic waste is collected by an NGO and the 
rest is disposed in landfill site, where the waste is regularly burned in order 
to decrease the volume. The smoke resulting from the process covers full 
neighbourhoods, in which you find primary schools, orphanages and other 
public facilities. Hospitals and markets usually burn their waste on site.

The main issues of the communal dump sites are the olfactive pollution, pol-
lution of the underground table, and the spreading of diseases, the death of 
cattle by ingestion of plastic, and the blocking of evacuation of rain water. 
Most of the poor areas don’t have access to the collecting system, and bury 
or burn either in private fields or straight in the sidewalk.

 ORGANIC WASTE

 According to the municipality, approximately 60 to 65 per cent of the 
waste is organic and could be recycled for agriculture, which actually needs it 
as the experience with water hyacinth showed in 1999.

We met in Kibuye Market a recycle group and have been invited to assist to 
their weekly meeting. Composed of approximately 30 of the market vendors, 
the group has started a micro loan system a year ago. Each of them, whene-
ver they can, contributes to the collective ‘pot’. If they need, they can borrow 
from it, in order to dive it back later, with small interests. Besides, every Mon-
day, the group grabs bags and collects all organic waste from the market. After 
sorting it out properly, they dispose it in a plot they bought together in one far 
end of the market, and leave it here to produce organic manure. After three 
weeks, they grind it in fine powder, put it in bags, and sell it.
The county government doesn’t play any role on the organic waste issue, so 
far.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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5 are underweight

EDUCATION
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between rural and urban areas

None
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Secundary
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

ENERGY

NATURAL RESSOURCES MANAGEMENT

Use of firewood contributes 
to deforestation on the sur-
rounding hills and erosion of 
the slopes

DEFORESTATION

65% of Kisumu\s waste 
is organic
Only 20% of 400 tonnes of 
solid waste is collected

POPULATION OF YOUNG WORKERS INCREASING

74% of Kisumu county’s population 
below 30 years old 

26% of Kisumu county’s population 
below 15 years old 

URBANISATION

75 % of Kenya’s 
population live 

in rural areas

25 % of Kenya’s 
population live 

in urban areas

Population growth 
rate in Kenya

2.6%%

of Kisumu’s population are estimated 
to live in informal settlements
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Main roofing material Main wall material

52% Mud and Wood93%% Corrugated 

22% Mud and Cement3 %% Grass

21% Brick or block 1,8%% Asbestos 

4%%Stone1,5%% Tiles

of households in Kajulu source 
water from the stream

46%

WATER SCARCITY

Water supply 18,700 m3

Water demand

Water deficit

47,700 m3

29,000 m3

Main economic activity for Kisumu county 

are fishing and agriculture (rice, 
sugar cane, and maize farming)  as well 
as some small subsistence farming

The agricultural sector 
contributes to 30 % of Kenya’s 
GDP and 60% of total 
employement in Kenya

Urbanisation rate in 
Kenya is 4,34%

MIGRATION
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

ENERGY

NATURAL RESSOURCES MANAGEMENT

Use of firewood contributes 
to deforestation on the sur-
rounding hills and erosion of 
the slopes

DEFORESTATION

65% of Kisumu\s waste 
is organic
Only 20% of 400 tonnes of 
solid waste is collected

POPULATION OF YOUNG WORKERS INCREASING

74% of Kisumu county’s population 
below 30 years old 

26% of Kisumu county’s population 
below 15 years old 

URBANISATION

75 % of Kenya’s 
population live 

in rural areas

25 % of Kenya’s 
population live 

in urban areas

Population growth 
rate in Kenya

2.6%%

of Kisumu’s population are estimated 
to live in informal settlements

60%%

Main roofing material Main wall material

52% Mud and Wood93%% Corrugated 

22% Mud and Cement3 %% Grass

21% Brick or block 1,8%% Asbestos 

4%%Stone1,5%% Tiles

of households in Kajulu source 
water from the stream

46%

WATER SCARCITY

Water supply 18,700 m3

Water demand

Water deficit

47,700 m3

29,000 m3

Main economic activity for Kisumu county 

are fishing and agriculture (rice, 
sugar cane, and maize farming)  as well 
as some small subsistence farming

The agricultural sector 
contributes to 30 % of Kenya’s 
GDP and 60% of total 
employement in Kenya

Urbanisation rate in 
Kenya is 4,34%

MIGRATION

Figure 4 : Diversity of statistics in kenya and linkages 
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The evidence of a rural-urban nexus 1

 The world’s population is becoming increasingly urbanized. Predic-
tions suggest that by 2050, the global population will be over 9 billion of which 
70% will be living in urban areas. In sub-Saharan Africa, however, the predic-
tions are less with only 56% living in urban areas by 2050. With this pattern of 
urbanisation, policymakers “will face the challenge of planning, feeding and 
governing larger and more numerous cities”. 

With a growing process of urbanisation, inequalities are increasing.

Urbanization is not, however, just about cities growing in size, but also about 
new ways to manage natural resources and landscapes, and new forms of 
interaction between rural and urban economies.

” There is greater recognition of rural urban nexus and growing interdepend-
ency of rural and urban economies. Despite this, higher rates of poverty, 
inadequate infrastructure and services, poor access to and representation by 
institutions are all synonymous with rural areas.”

 
Leveraging the rural-urban nexus  for development

IFAD

There is greater recognition of rural-urban nexus and growing interdependency 
of rural and urban economies. Despite this, higher rates of poverty, inadequate 
infrastructures and services, poor access to education, health care and res-
sources are all synonymous with rural areas. 

Associated with this migration, “ the rural population ages in many parts of the 
world - the rural areas lose the human capital needed to drive the necessary 
transformation of rural sectors towards greater productivity, sustainability and 
inclusiveness. These are all needed to ensure that the denizens of future cities 
enjoy an adequate supply of food, water, environmental services and all the 
other goods and services they require from rural areas. ”

International Fund for Agricultural Devlopment
Post 2015 Agenda . 2014

1 nexus as a serie of connections. In our case, it is the links between urban growth and rural 
development that is focused.
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 URBAN MIGRATION 
Each month, millions of young workers migrate from rural areas to cities in 
search of better lives. They often join “the urban underemployed, living in 
metropolitan slums, and holding precarious and poorly paid jobs; struggling to 
send back home the little money they make. This choice represents quite a 
cost for a family in rural areas, but is vector of hope and chances for future 
generation. 

The population of Kisumu is mostly situated between the ages of 15 to 30. 
Seeking for better opportunities, the youth migrates to urban centres hoping 
for jobs and a better livelihood. 

These challenges were most visble through the lack of access to basic in-
frastructure and services, particularly in rural communities. However, the in-
equalities between rural and urban areas didn’t stop there. Many individuals 
and families are unable to meet their basic needs, largely due to inadequate 
means of living: they either lack sufficient food, income and/or assets.”

(Chambers 1991; The World Bank 2007). 

 EDUCATION
 The gap between rural and urban population chances of having ac-
cess to education are also inequal. Universities are located in urban centers, 
and are very costy, which makes it unlikely accessible for the rural population. 
If more alternative, maybe more vocational and professional education system 
would be implemented, it would increase the chances for rural youth to devel-
op their skills and start economic activities, local businesses...

“ Studies suggest that increasing access to education is a critical way to ad-
dress some of these issues. However, with most families struggling to put food 
on the table, there is little opportunity for households to send their children to 
school. This further reinforces conditions of poverty and increases the vulner-
ability of these communities.”

Cornia & Court 2001 . The World Bank 2007

 

UNDERSTANDING
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  RESSOURCES - LIVELIHOOD
 The chain of urban supply primer resources needed for the growing 
urban industries and infrastructures are sucking on the rural production. For 
example, the sand harvesting for the concrete industry is devastating river 
banks leading to soil ersoion and destruction of river ecosystems and biodi-
versity. 

The basic ressources, such as water and food, are also now ruled by the 
loop of urban supply chain, reducing the access to basic resources in rural 
population. 

“ This leads a dependency on subsistence farming. Low agricultural yields and 
increased pressure to meet household needs. This leads to degradation of 
the land and over-exploitation of natural resources. This unsustainable use of 
resources leads to further food insecurity and malnutrition.”

TheWorld Bank . 2007 

The rural environment we saw has every natural basis to produce food and 
sustain the surrounding population. The local government are slowly trying to 
initiate local population to build their own economy. They have the tools, the 
skills; they have knowledge and also the terrain to start food production.

 HEALTH CARE
 Health care and treatment are poorly managed. Awareness is es-
sentially provided by greedy companies through mass advertisement, and 
leads to a population believing in antibiotics, known to be harmful for a stable 
immune system, rather than maintaining some traditional treatment based on 
medicinal plant.
The local knowledge is getting lost, to the benefit of pharmaceutical lobbies

“ Indigenous knowledge is used to preserve some medicines that may be 
required when diseases related to floods or droughts strike. Such diseas-
es include headaches, cholera, tuberculosis, pneumonia, eye infection, and 
malaria among others. The medication for all these diseases come from the 
roots, leaves, trunks and even seeds of native wild plants. ”

Traditional Medical Treatment in Kenya and East Africa

www.unep.org
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Figure 5 : The different scales of A Common Tomorrow’s problem statement
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UNDERSTANDING

A Common Tomorrow’ Research Questions

 As it is widely the case, it was obvious that physical, social and eco-
nomic challenges in Kenya were clustered in the poorer communities. 

Kajulu Village is one of them. 

The post 2015 development agenda is calling for the creation of more positive 
dynamics between urban and rural areas: through actions and responses that:
- are local and context specific; 
- redresses social and economic marginalisation; 
- promote investment in the rural sector;  
- improve rural-urban connectivity

A Common Tomorrow’s by distinguishing four different scales, will tend to an-
swer those questions that have guided our work along our research, adressing 
the rural-urban nexus challenges :

 NANO LEVEL
 How can we enhance the role and ability of individuals to reinforce 
local change ? 
Is every individual gaining from participatory and prototyping methods?

 MICRO LEVEL
 How can our student project contribute to the sustainable develop-
ment of Kajulu community ? How can the project of a Rescue Center operate 
change for both vulnerable children and the local community without causing 
any collateral damage ?

 MESO LEVEL
 How can a partnership between NGO, international students, local 
government, and outsiders works and contributes to an alternative develop-
ment strategy in Kisumu?  Is A Common Tomorrow a valid approach to im-
prove rural-urban connectivity ?

 MACRO LEVEL
 How intersecting the platforms of education, community develop-
ment, alternative tourism, and food production can enhance sustainable de-
velopment in emerging countries?
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3. OUR ANCHORS & IMMERSISON
Grasping the socio-cultural factors

 Because we are European students, we need to dedicate a longer 
time and more energy to understand the context. It is therefore important to be 
surrounded by people of various African and overseas experiences, as ‘bridge 
persons’, as mediators when it comes to cultural diversity, issues, misunder-
standing or just day-to-day communication.

 MMS NGO
 Simon was born in Kisumu. He worked as a pharmacist for more than 
ten years, which brought him to know many people from different social class-
es and backgrounds. This experience and knowledge upon his surrounding 
society is something he is likely to share, if asked, and usually with a certain 
relativity and care.
Simon is part of the board of MMS and is the manager of the NGO. He was the 
one, at the swimming pool, that has been open-minded enough to open the 
New Land to strange and un-experienced mzungus.

Maximilian is Austrian. After a trip to Kisumu when he was 18 years old, he 
decided to study Kiswahili and East-African culture. In 2008, together with his 
mother, they founded Make Me Smile Kenya. 
He is now on and off between Europe and Africa. This choice of life gives him 
a duality of perception and interest.
His vision is very qualitative for us, in order to compare some of the cultural 
differences we observe. His objectivity towards the Kenyan culture is inspiring 
He is a man of social action, and always induced us to achieve our goals in 
the New Land.

All MMS workers and interns have brought a piece of context understanding 
along our stays, and this is through them that A Common Tomorrow moved 
forward in an everyday bases.

 KENYAN OUTSIDERS
 Austine is a typical but exceptional Kenyan. He is the one everybody 
love from first sight. Endowed of a power of gathering people and smile, he 
is also a heavy reader of British philosophy and news. Eternally curious about 
what is happening around the world, he is constantly craving for analysing the 
social patterns and questioning social situations. 
His vision is for us the realistic deep anchored Kenyan one, with a sense of 
philosophical, and even poetic re-transcription of trivial observations.

UNDERSTANDING
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Bruce Muggola, former student in planning design, is today a professional 
and works in Nairobi as a construction manager.
As an exchange student in Chalmers, he took part of Reality Studio 2015, 
going back in is country to study it from a European perspective. Bruce has 
been following up the New Land story from the very beginning and gave 
valuable advises on how to proceed with local contexts. 
His philosophical mind always calls into questions standards. His favourite 
game was to question us on our private feelings, wishing to compare his 
vision of Africa with us.

There is a lot of these anchors in our own understanding of Kenyan culture, 
of Kisumu and Kajulu community. Since living on the farm was quite intense, 
they were the minded-distance you need in any project involving so much 
human feelings and social immersion.
Thanks to them, we always took into consideration the following notions, 
crucial, both for the achievement of action but predominately for the inclu-
siveness:

 THE FAMILY AND THEIR RELIGION
 A child is a blessing. The more children a family is composed of, 
the safer it is. Especially in rural areas, a family member represents a human 
force for labour. Nevertheless, the world is changing; resources are reduced, 
less accessible. 
The individuals realize it, but the religion and the community pressure, being 
an important part of the culture, is still something affecting the decision of 
the family chief. It is rare for a family member to have the guts to express a 
change of mindset, without having support from institutions. 

Family planning is a program run by NGOs to bring awareness on contracep-
tive methods, family size, and  which choices to take for family resilience. It 
has the goal of making local communities aware of economical and social 
consequences, for sustainable and balanced home-scale perspectives. 
These programs we assisted to help our understanding and immersion.

 DECISION MAKING
 The genders and the culture of family hierarchy took time to be 
understood, accepted. It is an aspect we had to quickly deal with in order 
not to go against local logic. Also, in every group we met, we had to under-
stand quickly who was the leader, the chairman, the project manager, the 
secretary, etc, not to disturb the established hierarchy but also to make sure 
the information we wanted to transmit will be transmitted at the scale of the 
group. Most of the leaders were men, although some groups were formed 
and led by women only.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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The presence of the group leader drastically changes the behaviour of the 
other group members in their way of communicating information with us.
We noticed that once isolated, everybody is free to talk, judge, critic, advice. 
We often felt the need to ask twice the questions, both in a group and in a 
face-to-face situation and at different times, in order to get the more appro-
priate and accurate answers to our questions. 

Female, being more shy than men, handling English less easily, we felt recei-
ving more honest and direct answers when men were not around.
It is very rare for a woman to display authority. Challenging the men traditional 
vision of a women working on the field, for construction happened through 
Cathy, Gaelle and Erika doing physical work, handling tools and leading some 
of the actions. It challenged the local mindsets. 

The chairman, Hezbon, has always shown curiosity regarding the European 
women status. Later, other male members of Team Rarudi invited their wife 
to be part of the team.

Getting our own sense of a place

It’s about us going into their reality, but immersion means it becomes our rea-
lity as well. The big thing there was we didn’t truly understand and appreciate 
their reality until we lived on the site. And that’s why it is so important for the 
site to be liveable, set for different publics.

It was only through slowly building a relationship, at work, at lunch or in the 
evening before everybody got back home with the children that we were able 
to plan the action properly, matching the individual skills, assets and every 
protagonist schedule.

We slowly but surely got an accurate picture of where were the physical 
challenges and un-expected barriers. If we succeeded perceiving those 
challenges, it was through them and their way of doing, mimicking.

By deciding to live on site, we opened the door to sharing more than formal 
meeting with the local community. Sharing a daily routine and all challenges 
that comes with it was a clear expression of our involvement for a long-term 
partnership. It has been a way of owning their trust and triggering their en-
gagement.

With time and intimacy, openness and disclosure came.
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A LAND FULL OF POTENTIAL

 Socially, the New Land is a community place, a hub, an open-Carre-
four. The social dimension of the place is likely to play an important part in the 
success of A Common Tomorrow strategy.

Our immersion also enlighten us toward their relation to nature, and their 
knowledge of it. We couldn’t have learn as much as we did without being 
physically on the land, experiencing the climate, the seasons, the monsoon, 
the fauna, the flora, etc. This experience made us realized the rich natural 
heritage of Kajulu, the importance of the soil and its native species, the value 
of local knowledge, of their sense of tradition. 

We faced an urgent need to preserve and develop it vigorously.

By being slightly aware of the Kenyan history and political situation, we found 
keys and hints to read through some behaviours, decisions and ideas we 
faced during our stays. But it was mostly through a close relationship with local 
people and the members of the NGO that we were able to grasp the subtleties 
of local Kenyan societies. 

Early in the process, it was established that food, tree production and bee 
keeping could provide both a vehicle for community outreach and a source of 
financial incomes. We identified that through linking the today’s farming activity 
with a future agricultural and medicinal institute, opportunities for education 
and employment should occur. Alternative tourism could also be integrated 
into the New Land program, considering we, the students, do eco-tourism by 
living on site. This could actually be another source of incomes for Kajulu’s 
community.

These opportunities aspire to not only favour those directly involved, but could 
also be used to leverage further benefits for other groups in Kisumu county.

The New Land definitely has potential to become an institute of permaculture 
1, including a community hall. This idea enriches the vision of a resilient envi-
ronment including the perspective of the Rescue Centre.

By working across these different themes and scales of the New Land context 
and existing knowledge, we discovered opportunities to further affirm the New 
Land as an educational platform, providing one day vocational training to the 
local youth, generating innovative business perspectives, and embracing the 

UNDERSTANDINGCONCLUSION

1 permaculture definiton : creative design process based on whole-systems thinking informed by 
ethics and design principles that feature on a site.
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“ Acting is an essential aspect of participatory processes. By acting and pro-
ducing tangible, we build a sense of achievement. Those small achievements 
bring trust, confidence for futher actions, as a cycle.”

Gaelle Cozic .  2016 . France

“ I don’t think we really knew how we were going to scale up our ideas, but 
our approach was to start on the ground with something small where it counts.
We built a project around this with what we had and who could help us. It has 
just grown organicaly from there and just keeps expending. ” 

Cathy Reilly - 2015 . Sweden

“ Achievements considerably build up a collective sense of possibilities. This 
collective consciousness permitted to go faster, stronger, and for a longer 
period of time. All the initiaives relied on a series of small workshops. The 
workshops need to be oriented towards resolving specific decisions with de-
monstrable outcomes.”

Marin Germain - 2016. Kisumu

A COMMON TOMORROW
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1. ACHIEVING

 From previous wills and guidelines set in advance, added to day-
to-day expertise and reactions to the unexpected, decisions are a result of a 
fine blend of time, material, people knowledge and guts.

 Discovering alternatives through collective thinking

We’ve realized the power of alternative propositions. We learnt many tips by 
sharing MMS working place, by facing the “Kenyan time”, the fickle weather, 
the intervention of new actors and the different programs related to the NGO 
schedule and priorities. 
As a sort of motor, not to leave the New Land without concluding something 
was a rule, a priority. Though, we had to be ready for spontaneous changes 
and day-to-day planning alteration. 
Discovering alternative solutions is essential when resources, both financial 
and material wise, are restrained. A Common Tomorrow tends to fulfil a 
lack of potential development, a need of activity, including the people, their 
technologies and contextual founding.

 Building trust through a sense of achievement

The key of the achievement of each and every day was the in-situ perspec-
tive. Making sure every stakeholder knew what we were doing and why 
was the strategy. Themes, tools, teamwork were discussed every evening, 
if possible. We had to achieve in an apprehensible way, and as soon as 
we fulfilled a case, the team spirit increased. Due to short time workshops, 
every step is driven by individual impulsions. Those impulsions are regularly 
discussed in order for everyone to agree on their feasibility. 
In the New Land, there is no leader, there is only people taking initiatives 
and this is probably the key ingredient to participatory action. Achievement 
builds trust and enthusiasm, which is needed for partnerships.

This process is different from a formal and conventional scenario in which 
a client orders a project to an architect, or an office, which then contact 
contractors. Here, everyone would tend to have every role. The approach 
challenges the structures oar hierarchy between different disciplines interact-
ing in a project. 

By the end of the evening, or after few days of concertation around a new 
foundation, a gatter or the carpentry of a bench, we were confident enough 
to launch the next step and to give responsabilities, ownership and further 
goals. 

ACTING
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 IMPROVISATION AND INGENUITY
 
Because we obtained unusual trust and support quickly from the NGO, 
we wanted to demonstrate that we could create and produce with small 
budget and accessible technics. Here, came the need for adapting attitude, 
open-mindset and local ingenuity.

 ADJUSTING TO THE CONTEXT

 Students from Europe would have probably come up with designs 
they refer to from their country of residence. The context (founds, climate, 
time) forced us to go out of the academic principles we would have applied at 
school. 
Also, it is generally difficult to find the material required in a city like Kisumu. 
Here again, it is important not to give up but rather try to find alternative solu-
tions, to improvise. As an example, once the design of the Tarp structure was 
invented and discussed, we needed a set of metallic pieces to assemble the 
device connecting the canvas to the timber posts. After long researches in 
Kisumu’s hardware shops, not finding the bolt we thought would be perfectly 
common, we had to convince a craftsman to make them. 

Another important point is the lack of documentation. Once you’re on the field, 
there is no way you can refer to books or quotations, theoreticians. There is 
no point saying that “we should do like this regarding the work of this archi-
tect, to this renown strategy”, We had to build up a new corpus of reference 
based on collective actions, aleas, failures, successes, etc. It is then a free 
stage, where what you see takes over what you know from your previous 
education. 

Following intuition and dealing with surprises were therefore fully part of the 
process, for the purpose of alternative technics discovery and inclusion. A 
simple idea has often been the origin of the greatest achievement. In that 
sense, intuitive and local technologies were adding value to the result, since 
they were entirely done by the team members.

Then, we started projecting the different goals, challenges at a bigger scale. 
We also started talking about the village non-existing sewage system, about 
the gathering of ashes, organic waste and other plastic and non-recyclable 
material. We discussed solution at a meso scale because we felt solving them 
at the micro scale already.
The Rescue Centre, as a long-term perspective, being previously quite vague 
in the mind of the local, became after a while a proper topic. We often dis-
cussed its social, environmental and constructive aspects, picturing future 
goals.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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2. PROTOTYPING

 A prototype is a draft version of a product that allows you to 
explore your ideas and show the intention behind a feature or the overall 
design concept to users before investing time and money into development. 
A prototype can be anything from paper drawings to something that allows 
test and further modification of a few pieces of content to a fully functioning 
element. 

The workshops along our farm stays were collective activities that bring 
people together around mutual interest. The idea was to introduce topics and 
technics that can be discussed but mostly tested through prototyping.
On the New Land, we proposed to consider every light structure or construc-
tion element as a prototype, to be sure to call our achievement into ques-
tion, not to take it for granted.

There were no right ways of doing, only trials.

By constructing small facilities or element of construction, we hoped to 
trigger some curiosity regarding alternative technics adapted to the local 
climate, using accessible resources. It is also a way to give opportunity to 
share their existing knowledge. They could therefore take the initiatives with 
their own tools, know-how and materials.

When discussing the design, we agreed on a few basic: material quantity, 
and minimum dimension for structural security, to make sure everything we 
built could be used and stand.
We had to follow up the process by checking the viability of constructions. 
Sometimes we let Team Rarudi doing everything from A to Z. Some mistakes 
were done, naturally. It was more likely to do something not perfectly and to 
repair it afterwards, with proper explanations than to interfere into their own 
organization and decisions. Back ways, team Rarudi members noticed our 
mistakes, as students. They were eager to show us a better way to do.

 BENEFITS
 It is much cheaper to change a product early in the development 
process than to make change after you develop the entire construction.
Therefore, we considered crucial building prototypes early in the process, 
slowly making steps towards the future design fo the Rescue Centre.
Prototyping allows you to gather feedbacks from users through time while 
you are still planning and designing the final project.

ACTING
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CASCAJE

 The cascaje is a shell panel, a construction technology initiated in 
Brazil, by the architect Johan Van Lengen, founder of Tiba institute of bio-ar-
chitecture, intuitive technologies and permaculture. The thin concrete element 
permits the construction of elevated slabs, flat roofs when put side by side, but 
also to drive water on a sloped site or dug anti-erosion channels.

To prototype the shell panel, we had to ask a metal craft man to build two 2 
meters long moulds, following plans we previously did. For the production of 
one shell panel, we use recycled chicken nets, pieces of metal rode and half 
a bag of cement for casting one element.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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RAW BRICKS

 Deforestation being a real issue in the area, it was needed to propose 
an alternative to the cooked brick that necessitate fuel energy.

We prototyped raw bricks made of clay, sand and fibres. They were to be 
dried on the shadow. Different sizes have been tested. Different moulds and 
mixture can be further experimented to respond to the diversity of structural 
and aesthetic needs. 

The reflection on the use of the raw bricks has shown an impressive participa-
tion and individual interest. Team Rarudi achieved the production of a set of 10 
bricks in less than an hour, without former experience. Often, things actually 
just happened, at the moment they needed to. Perhaps because it was kind of 
a logic, apprehensible, and finally, just to be done, intuitively.

The earth excavated for construction and the digging for its foundation will 
probably give enough material to produce all the bricks we will need for the 
Rescue Centre construction. 
The ratio of clay and sand has to be checked for every mix. Adding sand or 
clayish earth is easy since the New Land soil is diverse.

ACTING
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COVERED-AREA

 In order for Team Rarudi and MMS to host community forums and 
meetings, we proposed to build a light structure made of height structural 
posts and two over-lapping tarps, as a prototype.

The covered structure being temporary, we decided to experiment angled 
wooden-post, rather than doing heavy concrete posts.
From the foundation digging, to the carpentry of every post, we managed with 
a local carpenter and his drill machine to cast the post and tighten the two 
tarps. The fabric itself has been bought from street vendors, and a local tailor 
we met in Kibuye market has assembled the fittings.

The fittings between the posts and the piece of fabric in tension for instance 
had to meet structural needs, regards to heavy rain and powerful wind. Facing 
difficulty in finding the pieces we needed, we managed to obtain from different 
hardware shop bit and pieces. We ask tailors to transform basic elements into 
the one we needed precisely. Some of the fittings were shaped on site by 
Team Rarudi, training intuitive technology skills.

A wooden stage has been designed and built under the structure, which ne-
cessitated flattening the ground, place beams and punctual foundations to 
raise it from the ground. Each wood element has been treated with used car 
oil to make sure termites and humidity won’t affect it over time.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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ORGANIC FERTALIZER

 Through the initiative of Helmut, one of MMS member, we started the 
preparation of an organic fertilizer. It is water based, and contains ashes, cow 
dung, minerals, and molasses.

A Kajulu ballade was organized to gather ashes from local houses. Minerals 
were bought in a small chemical shop and molasses from the black market.

A proper recipe coming straight from Columbia needs to be followed. It doesn’t 
include any chemical. The whole mix needs to be done over forty days, which 
ask a sense of accuracy, assiduously, and diligence to the team members. 
To be ready, every ingredient has to be added at a certain time. After a month 
of fermentation, the mix is complete and can be used on the vegetable gar-
den, harvest areas and fruit trees.

Once a week, the organic fertilizer can be sprayed on trees. It increases the 
strength of the young trees, protects them from insects and fungus, but also 
enriches the ground.

Two barrels of seventy litres each were started to be prepared while we were 
on the New Land, involving the whole team Rarudi.

" An organic farmer is the best peacemaker today, because there is more vio-
lence, more death, more destruction, more wars, through a violent industrial 
agricultural system. And to shift away from that into an agriculture of peace is 
what organic farming is doing."

Vandana Shiva
Making peace with the earth, 2013

ACTING
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GREY WATER TREATMENT

Improving last year facilities has been an important part of the 2015 stay on 
the New Land. The grey water treatment plant designed in 2015 needed some 
extension for the grey water to be fully treated before being absorbed by the 
ground.

Therefore, we decided to plant two ilots of bananas trees at the outlet of the 
previous prototype.

Once having been filtered by rocks, sand and local river plants (odielo) soa-
king up some fine chemicals as nitrogen, the grey water finishes its path by 
watering banana seedlings.

The grey water treatment is essentially driven water that has been used for 
laundry. In eco-friendly liquid soaps, you find potassium hydroxide.
Banana trees, to produce proper fruits, need a high level of potassium and 
nitrogen. Also, the banana tree likes nitrogen, the same chemical that makes 
the bubbles when you wash your hands, your clothes.

One of the added value of the ilot design is its centre area. A hole is dug in 
the middle for organic waste to be displaced. The compost brings high level of 
nutrient to the ground, giving the opportunity, later on, to grow fruit trees, first 
covered by the shade of the banana leaves and then standing by themselves, 
proud, as Superplant is.

Don’t you know Superplant ?

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 6 : The New Land boundaries and site survey lines
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TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY

 In order to design the Rescue Centre, we wanted to have proper 
documents to work with. We got in contact with professional surveyors for the 
production of a site survey. Andrew, one of team Rarudi’s member, is actually 
a surveyor student. He is in the last part of his studies and he organized the 
mission with a professional team.

Making the topographical survey then became a common interest for working 
together, but also the topic for Andrew’s diploma. 
It has been a way for them to understand what their own studies could bring 
to the project, to see it in a new way, to include their skills and education on a 
real project that is directly touching their everyday life.

In order for the surveyors to have visual access through the land, the site nee-
ded to be cleared of bushes and plants in some upper areas. Andrew was in 
charge of this important step, explaining the technics to all of helping, and us, 
planning the clearing, while we were learning.

Every morning, before the sun became too strong, both the locals and the 
students grabbed machetes and cleared the invasive bushes and some of the 
trees. It generated a conversation around which species could be put down, 
and which had to be kept. We learnt about native species, thanks to Hezbon’s 
experience, added to Cathy’s inputs about agro-forestry.

Spending time in this non-accessible part of the site brought new ideas regar-
ding the organic farm. Hezbon was picturing terraced on the cleared part, stop-
ping soil erosion and giving an opportunity to control the growth of invasive 
species and increase the chance of native plants to grow.

ACTING
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" Community mapping is also meant to create collective  knowledge and 
experience amongst people through the process of participation – learning 
and doing together. Once community people know the process and realize 
that they are the “subject” and the “key actor” of the mapping, they can do it 
without social organizer. " 

Nick Seeman
New direction to sustainable design, 2011
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3. INCLUSIVENESS AND DIVERSITY 
Building a social capital

  The process, besides being productive and focusing on 
achievement, is also very people centred. Diversity is certainly the only factor 
ensuring such a straightforward process to be successful. 

To illustrate it, the NGO is grateful to work with architectural students, rather 
than with established professional architect, for the purpose of inclusion. 
Moreover, we are putting our academic knowledge and ingenuity in finding 
technical solutions. We are also financially economical if compared to any 
local architect, who could apparently mislead them, or be driven by personal 
interest such contractors involvement.

We are working as volunteers, as eco-tourists.

Regarding the landscape design of the organic farm, Cathy who studied 
agro-forestry is glad to learn the local species with Hesborn and the other 
local inhabitants of Kajulu.

Marin who studied architecture, bio-design and intuitive technologies learns 
about construction logistic, costs and local technics for the Rescue Centre 
project perspective.

Gaelle, who studied architecture, water systems and sustainable development 
is learning from the different drainage aspects of such a site, in order to plan 
further a water plant and treatment at the scale of the Rescue Centre.

Moreover, the students cannot claim being experts. Working with local 
craftsmen allows them to imagine a multitude of technics, to save money and 
also to involve the locals and low-cost technologies into the process.

We have been included into MMS project on the New Land and so we do by 
inviting every relevant outsider. By triggering participation from a large range 
of people, we built a project based on diversity of means, point of view, and 
technics. A Common Tomorrow is a multidisciplinary strategy and seeks the 
approach to be holistic.

This rizhomic1-like fast-growing involvement of outsiders promotes self-deve-
lopment and small-scale industries.

ACTING

1 From Deleuze’s theroy, the rhizom as a connection system connecting randomly different points, 
as a changing direction, creating many dimensions. Here every stakeholder is seen as a poten-
tiality for other related people to be connected to the project.
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Helmut

Helmut is Maximilian’s brother. Living in Co-
lumbia, he took over two years ago an or-
ganic coffee farm. During his visit to Kajulu 
he spent time with Team Rarudi members 
to teach them how to produce organic fer-
talizer from cow dung, minerals, ashes, 
and molasses. He also brought some me-
dicinal species and spent time discussing 
and planing them with the locals.
 

Austine, the milk guy

Austine is the human figure of the project. 
The sort of glue that maintains everyone 
together. He is the smile that can give to 
any diffuclt situation a breath. Running a 
small business of milk delivery to indivual 
houses, he meets every morning families 
from every social class, from every origins.  
Austine took part of every logistic part of 
the process, from bargaining the price of 
material to its transportation to the New 
Land. He is the one who have the good 
contact over the whole city, the one who 
can help in any matter, from technical to 
social.

Sureveyers

Recently graduated, Paul and William are 
working as surveyers, in Kisumu. They 
have been introduced by Andrew who is 
doing an intership to finish his studies. 
They spent time with us on site to establish 
the topographic survey of the site. Curious 
of our project, they took care of marking 
trees, stones and existing buildings.
They have been paid by the NGO for the 
work the did, and will probably be involved 
later in more survey missions in the area.

Gordon

As a multipotential man, Gordon helped us 
with drilling holes in the timber pieces for 
assemble pruposes. He came with his own 
drill, since buying one would have been 
too expensive. Gordon is also a plumber 
and a furniture maker. His interest for the 
project is growing and he proposed him-
self to help in the future construction of the 
Rescue Center.

PORTRAITS OF OUTSIDERS

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Wanda 

Wanda was born in Columbia and is a doc-
tor in familly planning. After she had to flew 
her country as a political refugee, she built 
herself a newlife in Austria, where she got 
in contact with MMS founders. Studying 
medicine, she is devoted to bring knowled-
ga and awareness in rural villages towards 
family planning and contraception means. 
She spent time in the New Land to spread 
her knowledge and learn from the locals. 

Maurice

Maurice repairs bags, belts, fabrics at Ki-
buye market. Gordon inrodroduced him to 
our team. When we came to him with the 
request of sewing a 6x6 canvas to built a 
canopee in tension, he spent long hours 
trying to get every odd elements we wanted 
to assemble the fittings, the cables, etc. 
Eventhough some of the steeching broke 
quite rapidly after installation, Maurice pro-
vided a fast service.

Rashid

For the prototyping of the cascaje techno-
logies, we went to quote metal craft men. 
Rashid has been straight away interested 
in the design itself and found smart so-
lutions for the mold. He made sure to 
save material and to reduce the cost of 
construction as he understood our budget 
was tight. Rashid involved other craft men 
for the construction of the mold and pro-
posed his services for any future design.

REAP

Since team Rarudi got interested into me-
dicinal plants, MMS realized an insitute of 
medicinal plants was settled few roads 
from the New Land. We came all together 
there to visit the place, which is a kind of a 
show-room field. Team Rarudi discovered 
a variety of native species that could be 
used for medicinal care, so did we.
Morevover, the paster in charge of the 
REAP was building an extension for mee-
ting. The main construction element was 
an inter-locking rawbrick, which increased 
the urge to test its production in the New 
Land. The member of REAP and team Ra-
rudi kept contact and are visiting each 
other regulary. Soon a medicial garden will 
be shaped in the New Land.

Kibuye Market 
Waste Management Group

To solve the porblem of waste in the mar-
ket, a group of volunteer started to col-
lect organic waste in Kibuye market, from 
which they produce manure.
Its member came few times in the New 
Land to present their project but also to 
share with Team Rarudi the different tech-
nics they use for farming, for harvesting.
They exchanged contacts and are actual-
ly planning business together. Indeed, the 
farm needs manure and the market needs 
trees to bring shadow and freshness.

ACTING
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From the very beginning, the project is defined by various characters. The 
team of students who initiated the project come from different background; 
engineering, sociology, architecture, landscape, etc. drawing a large palette 
of opinions and ideas. 

The protagonists show different history and origins. Each personal background 
brings a particular sense of what is right and what is wrong.

The hypothesis we are making is that the profusion of outcomes and the quick 
progression of the project is mainly due to this diversity of actors. When or-
ganized towards a common goal the actors complement each other in building 
something solid. This multidisciplinary approach ensures the process based 
on objective interest. Also, and thanks for the trust MMS felt into both our team 
of student and team Rarudi, it is clearly an horizontal hierarchy that everybody 
profits from.

 INDIVIDUAL ASSET BASED THEROY

 In this social context, one key objective has been to focus on individ-
uals and their role in leading change. These individuals can come from a num-
ber of groups and include: us (students); our partners (Make Me Smile NGO); 
the local communities (Kajulu and Kisumu); and other agencies, institutions, 
craftsmen, etc.

We chose to see the different actors as separate individuals who could each 
play a different role: individuals who had the potential to come together and 
work collectively towards shared goals.

Underpinning our social focus areas are the concepts of community develop-
ment and sustainable livelihoods. 

These concepts advocate a holistic approach to improve community welfare 
and development. Importantly, they have a focus on building active participa-
tion and empowering individuals to drive change not to count on the commu-
nity to develop the individuals but the reverse.

Recognising the inequalities, capabilities and potential assets of each individ-
ual’s situation is a key aspect.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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ACTING

Figure 7 : The expansion of the network increase the origin of inputs and give an 
important social capital to the process
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 SOCIAL CAPITAL

 Without being fully conscious of what we were doing, we were inad-
vertently building a social capital and strengthening the network.
Team Rarudi is today a group of 15 people, and is expecting to grow, slowly 
but surely, as soon as they will feel confident enough to grow bigger.

This social capital, resulting of diversity of individuals, can be compared to 
agro-forestry principles, in which different species support each other, forming 
an edible forest, over time. The New Land is today going in that direction, both 
agriculturally and socially talking.

“ Social capital is described as the web of relations that exist in a community. “

ABCD Institute . 2015

“ These connections are an asset and the number and diversity of connections 
strengthen or add ‘value’ to the network. “

Krebs & Holley . 2002

According to social network analysis theory, the strength of a network is de-
fined by various elements: 

- the number of nodes in the network
- the number of connections between these nodes
- the direction and distance of these connections 
- the overall structure of the network itself. 

Strategies for building social capital are generally considered to have two 
steps: firstly mapping the existing network and then, secondly, developing and 
expanding the networks.

Our reasons for mapping the existing networks around the New Land and 
expanding it through our project were twofold. 
- Firstly, by building a network of individuals around the project, we hoped the 
ideas and momentum behind it would carry on after we left. Which happened.
- The second reason was to connect the different clusters of individuals we 
met and collaborated with. This was in the hope that by connecting them, they 
could find similarities and shared interests. 

A COMMON TOMORROW
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We hope and believe that different individuals and other organisations may 
connect, start new collaborations and ultimately support each other.

To illustrate it, MMS could afford giving a micro-credit to Team Rarudi to start 
tree nursery and bee keeping six month ago. More than a thousand of trees 
are today growing on the shade of native mango trees, by the vegetable gar-
den they started, as part of the organic farm.

Added to it, four beehives are set on the New Land and produce honey al-
ready.

Team Rarudi will start soon a partnership program with the agriculture min-
istry, promoting soil and native species preservation. This has been possible 
through the registration of Team Rarudi and its members, who looked within 
their members to elect a chairman, a treasurer, a secretary, and listed their 
different contact for future business. Individually, the team members show off 
their assets, for the sake of the community they are part of, and find a place 
in the everyday schedule such an organic farm requires.

ACTING
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Figure 8 :  Actors contribution
The diversity of contrbution is the key to the progression of the project.   
Each actor is essential to it, no matter in what way he is participating to the project.
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 By acting and producing tangible, we built a sense of achievement. 
Giving Team Rarudi as much power of decisions as we had was a leverage 
point for effectiveness and self-confidence, individually and at the team scale.

The days when we did the briefings, setting goals before construction started, 
through explaining what we were going to do, we gave everybody conscious-
ness of their own assets. Sense of responsibility emerged and achievement 
reached a level nobody could have really expected. The physical outcomes, 
the technicity and the dialogues content took a step forward, by itself, impro-
vised.

We all shared responsibilities, we asked each other for help, we sit together. 
At some point, you really felt everybody took ownership of the process. 

Often, philosophical discussions took place in between two concrete mixes. 
We talked about family, education, destiny, gender, sexuality, food, technics, 
history, etc. We learnt about medicinal plants while we were experimenting 
the raw bricks casting, we talked about sustainable design and business plan 
while team Rarudi was demonstrating the nursery day-to-day care.

The New Land is today a stage for Team Rarudi and Kajulu community, but 
also for outsiders. New guests are welcomed every week, and it’s clear and 
visible that through this inclusiveness, the social capital increases, so do pride 
and participation. We all became communicators, decision-makers, inventors, 
and are ready to find the sustaining keys.

Out of pure logic or theory, the actions provided considerable empirical evi-
dences to support our arguments:

- The New Land is a place full of social and environmental potential;

- There is enough material and tools to develop construction technics, accord-
ing to the planned Rescue Centre construction;

- Valid knowledge and aesthetic senses for a further design project can be 
further developed;

- The context gives a chance for future vocational training and youth profes-
sional opportunities.

ACTINGCONCLUSION
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“ It’s very much about giving Team Rarudi the stage. Something needs to 
carry on the idea, the ideals. And that’s an opportunity for them to take own-
ership of the idea, and step up on the stage.”
At the beggining at least the students think what can we do for them,  what 
can we teach them, what can we offer them.
But it should be also about seeing that there is the option of it coming back, 
what can they teach us. And that’s one thing. ”

Cathy Reilly . Sweden . 2015

“ Differentiating between ecological and social sustainability could be a first 
step toward clarifying some of the discussion. Further, in the case of ecological 
sustainability, a distinction needs to be made between renewable resources, 
nonrenewable resources, and environmental processes that are crucial to hu-
man life, as well as to life at large. The few researchers who have begun to 
explore the idea of ecological sustainability emphasize its multidimensional 
and complex nature. “`

Sharachchandra Lele, 
Sustainable development . A critical Review . 1991

“ The territory doesn’t necessarly have to be used as a ressource but must be 
maintained, so that future generations will have the opportunity to interpret it 
in their own way. ”

Alberto Magnaghi, Le project Local

A COMMON TOMORROW
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 INTRODUCTION

 In the previous chapter, we saw that the energy put into action has 
built tangible outcomes, which are important to bring trust and self-confi-
dence into the process. Another aspect of A Common Tomorrow’s strategy 
lays in building intangible outcomes, which are fundamental in a strategy for 
a sustainable project. 

The key notions of resilience strategy are to reduce dependency, provide 
continuity, both environmentally and economically.

In this chapter, we explain how consciousness and knowledge spreading on 
the environmental impacts of a farm are fundamental for the development of 
the project in the future.

But also, building a network is likely to support a local economical develop-
ment. 

In this approach, the student, future architect, has not a usual role. He is 
not perceived as the expert, but more as a mediator, giving the reasons for 
Team Rarudi to represent the alternative in food supply security in the eyes 
of the NGO, but also the other way around. 

Team Rarudi slowly has to understand that its presence on site is crucial, 
that they are one of the key component of the whole, that they support the 
project today, will pursue tomorrow and can play an important role for the 
future residents, the vulnerable children.

Indeed they can provide knowledge sharing, business and network devel-
opment, better than anyone around, being fully conscious of the New Land 
context, its issues, its assets and its position regarding Kisumu city.

 

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 9 :  The matrix shows how every actors contributes to the process evolution 
at different stage. First, the NGO and the students understanding the context, then 
the students acting with the local community, and finally the local team taking over in 
sustaining the outcomes.

SUSTAINING
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1. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS

 
 The construction technics, as we already saw, are mostly using ma-
terial found on site, which make them repeatable. It gave Team Rarudi mem-
ber’s tools to build more, without having to buy anything or have recourse to 
someone else’s services. 

Besides, by introducing vernacular technics we hope to demonstrate that they 
are as efficient as industrial one, such as concrete or cooked bricks. Earth-ce-
ment and raw bricks consume less energy and are cheaper. We are fastidious 
about not using chemicals, and they are too. They were pleased of Helmut 
teaching them the organic fertilizer for instance, as a new alternative com-
pared to costly branded chemicals destroying soils.

 PASSING ON KNOWLEDGE
 The farm represents the stage for education and raising awareness 
on environmentally issues. It is important to realize that, except the sugar 
can surrounding Indian industry, as from now, Kajulu community hasn’t been 
completely exposed, may it be through a TV-screen or on the fields, to the 
effects of massive industrialized agriculture. Making the link between those 
industries the degradation the environment and their surrounding ecosystems 
being destroyed is not necessarily obvious. For instance, the fact of planting 
trees didn’t represent anything else then producing food, but it completely 
embraced the notion that reforestation is fundamental in reducing erosion and 
preserving soil richness. 

This strategy also implies that the community would reinforce their identifica-
tion to their land, and be willing to pass the knowledge on to the future gener-
ation, and maybe encourage them to stay and get involve in the preservation 
of their surroundings, in its regeneration.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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“ Rebuilding valuable biodiversity can take over a hundred years or perhaps, 
while it may take a fraction of that time to destroy them for short-term eco-
nomic gain. “

Adrian Paar
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011

“ There is an assumption that participation or at least equity and social jus-
tice will necessarily reinforce ecological sustainability. Attempts to test such 
assumptions rigorously have been rare. But preliminary results seem to sug-
gest that equity in resource access may not lead to sustainable resource 
use unless new institutions for resource management are carefully built and 
nurtured. “

“ Over the past few years, ‘‘Sustainable Development” has emerged as the 
latest development catchphrase. A lack of consistency in its interpretation (...)
includes an incomplete perception of the problems of poverty and environ-
mental degradation, and confusion about the role of economic growth and 
about the concepts of sustainability and participation. How these weaknesses 
can lead to inadequacies and contradictions in policy making is demonstrated 
in the context of international trade, agriculture, and forestry. “
  

Sharachchandra M. LeLe
Sustainable Development . A Critical Review . 1991
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Figure 10 : Every impulsions given produces activity and project development which  
indirectly adress and solve issues at a larger scale.
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2. BUILDING SOCIO-ECONOMICAL 
SELF SUFFICIENCY

 Besides working towards an environmental resilience, we should 
assure a socio-economical sustainability in and around the New Land. As 
fragile as a brick construction wrongly laid out could be, a project based on 
unstable social relationships and economical bases is threatened to tumble 
down. We realised that an economical independence of Team Rarudi repre-
sents a safe structure for the development the New Land, and can trigger 
the self-sufficiency of the future Centre.

The food production on site meets our goals in pushing the rural areas to 
produce locally, in order to reduce the ecological footprint of food supply.
When we talk about the New Land food production, we are referring to a 
hundred of fruit trees (mango, papaya, bananas, avocado, etc.), which are 
already planted, and start giving fruits. We also refer to a numerous types of 
cabbages, salads the team members already use daily in their households. 
Ground nuts, have been harvested already and will re-planted, together with 
mais. Also, walnuts should soon be planted, mostly for trading. Team Rarudi 
is currently learning about grafting. This would allow them to obtain better 
production, both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

These leads to both better income for each member and can assure food 
security for their own family. The developed technics are ways to new 
sources of income. Until last year, most of them were either students, or 
were leaving for punctual poorly paid jobs. 

As we saw earlier, the hegemonious system set by multinational industries 
defines the supply chain entirely, and controls prices, accessibility of goods 
and resources. This restrains most of the population to be dependant on 
supply they cannot afford.

Despite that, along our stays, we were facing one aspect of the urban indus-
try every day, on the other side of the road. The industry of sand harvesting 
is slowly contributing to the degradation of the riverbank where people are 
living. It also somehow forces them to participate, offering underpaid harsh 
jobs.

This is by empowering and developing isolated rural areas economy and 
long-term perspective, making local business less dependant on big supply 
chains, that we tackle the established worrisome link between the urban 
system and the rural livelihoods. Indirectly, this may result in reducing the 
migration of Kajulu next generations to urban centres.

A COMMON TOMORROWA COMMON TOMORROW
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“ Social sustainability is a more nebulous concept than ecological sustainability.” 

Sharachchandra Lele, 
Sustainable development . A critical Review . 1991

“ The economy is a noble invention when it aims to regulate the ties and needs 
of human beings and establish a fair order to the satisfaction of everyone. “

Pierre Rabhi,
 La part du Colibri : l’espece humaine face a son devenir, 2006

“ The true conservation of a heritage is always due to an active transformation: 
this heritage, with its cultural and economical values, only exists throuh the 
interpretation of the user. “

Alberto Magnaghi
Le project Local
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3. TOWARDS NEW PRACTICES
Appropriation, the challenge of Participatory Design 

 The local community taking the full ownership of the place is the key 
for it to be maintained and developed.

It is important that the project doesn’t rise as an individual work product, but 
emerges from a process where the hypothetic users are involved from the be-
ginning. And that doesn’t mean only in term of physical participation to build, 
but also the user has to be completely conscious of his role in the process, 
and his future possible involvement in the project. 

On site, we needed to regularly clarify to Team Rarudi’s members their place, 
their role in the project evolution. They would not take for granted that they 
are part of the process as much as the NGO or us, the students. We had to 
regularly remind them the legitimacy of their involvement in a long term, and 
not only during our stay. 
  

 THE ARCHITECT AS A MEDIATOR

In our scenario, the architect’s role changes from the formal role we usually 
associate the architect within a project. 

The idea of the architect drawing a project in responding to a request, with 
constraints, in order to deliver a product (an objet) to a client is far from what 
the architect wishing to do here. The project promotes a less systematised, 
codified system of interaction with the main protagonists, being the social 
context of the project. Embracing spontaneity and uncertainty, this system is 
seen as horizontal and non-limitative. It has a main goal: bringing alternatives, 
and making sure to innovate, thanks to the context and the future possible 
stakeholders.

The architect is not an expert in a specific field, but uses his ability of grasping 
a multitude of disciplines to pass on knowledge and lead a team, without 
being perceived as a leader. The architect has himself multiple tasks, among 
them the role of a mediator. He plays an important part in communicating 
ideas between the different actors of a project, but mostly trying to see in a 
locality the potential for its participation.

SUSTAINING
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“A great building is not the private invention of some genius or other. It is 
merely a condensation of the spirit of a people.”  
       Ayn Rand

 The Fountainhead .1943

“ Particularly when dealing with scarcity of means, you have to be really stra-
tegic. Given life ranges from very basic physical needs to the most intangible 
dimensions of the human condition, consequently improving the quality of 
the built environment is an endeavour that has to tackle many fronts: from 
guaranteeing very concrete down-to-earth living standards to interpreting and 
fulfilling human desires, from respecting the single individual to taking care of 
the common good, from efficiently hosting daily activities to expanding the 
frontiers of civilisation.”

Alejandro Aravena
Architects have no moral obligation to society 

“ I would argue that a reversal of thinking must introduce the idea that ar-
chitects, beside being designers of buildings, can be designers of political 
processes, economic models, and collaborations accross institutions and jurs-
dictions. “

Teddy Cruz.
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011
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 At some point of our stay, a sort of misunderstanding or lack of 
communication appeared. When some members of team Rarudi enquired 
information’s to us, we felt it was our part to make clearer some of the 
intentions of Make Me Smile, regarding the future of the Land. The NGO has 
some reasons not to communicate fully their intentions to the local commu-
nity. They are conscious of the wheels of the community, and they know the 
consequences of giving hope, revealing future plans. 

Nevertheless, we are convinced that without a complete comprehension 
and acceptance from the local community, the project of the Rescue Centre 
could not emerge and evolve positively. We took the initiative to talk freely 
about the project, as we understand it. And MMS was, in the end, happy to 
know about their reactions, through us, passing-by students.

Also reporting the involvement of Team Rarudi members in building with us, 
we give a picture to the NGO they couldn’t see themselves. In a sense, the 
students strengthen connections and interactions between the NGO and the 
local community in a way beyond business or political purposes. The rela-
tionships are human, and so will be the design, since emerging from those 
reactions. Here, the architect plays a social role, as a mediator.

This is where the architect must show its capacity of understanding rapidly 
everyone’s interest. He has to judge the value and impact of every infor-
mation and hypothetic projection. He has the ability to modify the will, the 
engagement of any actor by fixing misunderstanding or forgotten important 
information. 

The architectural design of the Recue Center hasn’t been discussed before a 
year of common work with the NGO. We tend to see the Rescue center as, 
both a triggering point of the project, and one of its outcomes. 
Indeed, it is the reason why Make Me Smile bought the land five years ago, 
and it will eventually appear as a component of the development of Kajulu 
community, which was not part of their initial plan.
The NGO members are equally likely to propose any design input as the 
‘architect’. The local worker wears the hat of both the future resident, the 
initiator, the manager, the builder, etc. The community is the source of ideas 
and will make possible the success of such a invasive program.

This is where the architect can affect the development, since he unders-
tands both the social thread but also the technical aspects of such future 
construction, in term of noise, social pollution, time but also landscape and 
context perception changes.

SUSTAINING
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 CONCLUSION

  In a context like Kajulu, acting is both easy and risky. 

Not restrained by strict regulations or permissions, the students have the op-
portunity to experiment almost everything, with the support and acceptance 
of the local community. 

Nevertheless, It is important to keep in mind that every action has an impact, 
socially or environmentally, and it is necessary to plan the action according to 
long-term strategies, and their consequences. 

So far, the approach can be judged as relevant, since it produced outcomes 
and structures that are run by local stakeholders, for their own socio-economic 
self-development, and likely to evolve positively. 

Sustaining those outcomes is part of the process, and is for sure a major part 
of the Rescue Centre design.

We, architects, have to be conscious enough, in such context, of what is the 
risk about institutions plans. The NGO we work with being one, following a 
structured and financial plan, has the money to force anything in a land they 
don’t come from, they don’t initially care about.

It could affect drastically the area. 
 
We had to put into question their will and projects, in order not to impinge on 
the existing locality, being full of potential.
We tried to value the existence of such individual-assets, traditional knowledge 
as key points for the future Rescue Centre itself, and so do MMS NGO even-
tually. Team Rarudi is clearly one of the sustainable options, so do the entire 
community.

 This “stability” and positive feedbacks allow us to project ourselves in 
the next step of action, the construction of the Rescue Centre for vulnerable 
children, by including a community centre and forcing the leverage position of 
the organic farm and the perma-culture institute it can generate.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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SUSTAINING

Figure 11 :  The built outcomes, the prototypes are always thought to generate further  
outcomes. Every stage of the project trigger the next one. Every outcomes are part of 
a general strategy for building the Rescue Center.
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“ We have ended up creating an abundance of interdependent ressource-con-
suming technologies.  We have found that were to solve this problem, the 
social, economic and environmental benefits could be surprisingly large. “

Peter Head 
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011

“ It’s obvious that it’s shouldn’t just be for other people to come in, the New 
Land should be for people from around there as well.
When you think vunlnerable children, what do then need ? They need a safe 
environment, with care. And that’s what the community offers, it offers both. “

Cathy Reilly . Sweden . 2015

“ With the development of our species, will come to recognition ow what 
makes childhood truly valuable, not the envy and selfishness around which we 
have imagination, and openness to new experiences and to the construction 
of new identities that makes “ the child ... father to the man”, as Gerard Manley 
Hopkins put it. ”

Thomas Fisher
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011

A COMMON TOMORROW
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1. PROGRAM 

The Rescue Center

 After building a strong network and a stable environment on site, we 
are ready to initiate the next step. 

Make Me Smile’s intention in buying the New Land is a direct answer to a lack 
of facility for vulnerable children. As discussed with the ministry department of 
Children, there are hundreds of children to be rescued in the county. Nowa-
days, when a street children needs to be taken in charge, he usually ends up 
in a local juvenile centre, which works more like a juvenile prison. Therefore, 
new solutions have to be created. 

We, students, are not specialist in children care. Nevertheless, along our stays, 
we lived immersed in Kajulu Community, surrounded by almost 40 children eve-
ryday. Playing around, showing curiosity, but also scepticism, they showed us 
their way of interacting with each other, with outsiders, and among their family 
structures. Their omnipresence on the New Land is a noticeable asset for the 
introduction of children to be rescued in the Valley. 

A rescue centre is a facility aiming at rescuing children in danger (orphans, 
violence, health, etc.) A vulnerable child is in between 8 and 18 years-old. The 
Centre creates a safe environment for the child to recover from physical or 
mental injuries. It provides a room (most likely shared), medical care, education 
and psychological support, and basic day-to-day supplies.

In most cases, the child stays in the centre for a definite period of time before 
returning to his family, or a family of substitution.

The Rescue Centre is likely to host around 30 residents. Among discussion with 
MMS NGO we broach the questions of numbers, genders, privacy, security that 
this specific type of facility needs to provide. At the beginning, the centre might 
host only girls, in order to avoid gender incident. 

Maximilian and Simon made clear that their motivation were not only to provide 
rooms for children, their vision for the Rescue Center is also and mainly to 
provide a suitable environment for qualitative care, where food security is as-
sured by the farm and serenity, security generated by a well-designed building. 
As we visited another health centre the NGO recently built, we perceived an 
attachment to make architecture according to social factors, careful to notions 
such as privacy, clarity of spaces, comfort, multi-functionality, etc.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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The Community Center

 The Rescue Centre should not be introduced brutally and without any 
connection with the existing activities on site. That is why we propose to com-
bine it with external community facilities, labelling it more like an Institute than 
a Centre.

This is why we often talk about the Permaculture Institute, as a whole, including 
a community centre, the farm and the Rescue Centre..

In a rural area like Kajulu valley, changes are not common, and the arrival of a 
new facility will generate curiosity, and possibly envy or scepticism.
The idea of closing the boundaries of this land for the privatisation and security 
of the Rescue Center appears as an irreversible tactlessness choice. The New 
Land holds a meaningful social value, and must remain so. It is a necessity to 
build for the community as well, if we want the centre to be accepted by the 
neighbours, as stakeholders. 

In the community centre, open adaptable spaces would be used as workshops, 
meeting room, art gallery, community activity space, etc. In the dynamic of trig-
gering interaction and avoid enclosure, a common library should be accessible 
both to the residents and the community. 
The goal is to trigger interaction between residents and community stakehol-
ders, as well as to prevent any cut off or locked-in feeling in the Rescue center. 

During his stay the child needs to be prepared to go back to a social life. The 
community center represents a buffer zone, a place for a transition from the 
clustered centre to the real life.
In return, the community identify the building as a space of interaction, of 
social activity, not only as a privatised center for troubled children. We saw 
the combination of the rescue center with a community center fondamental 
to establish. 

“ The original city was based on the intermingling of people from different so-
cial classes and the cultural value of chance meetings in the streets with past. 
Can such a traditional way of life be simulated?

A successful community needs a locus mundi where an identifiable center 
for human interaction and interchange is scaled to social and cultural demo-
graphics. There needs to be a “well point” where unplanned communication 
can occur. ”

Mc Donough & Braungart
The Hannover Principles 

SEEING FORWARD
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The Permaculture Institute

The Permaculture institute is seen as whole, hosting vulnerable children, a 
system of agricultural and social design principles centred around simulating 
or directly utilizing the patterns and features observed in natural ecosystems. 

 The development of the organic farming activity and the construction 
technics are considered as a strong support for the development of the centre.
In a way, the Permaculture Institute ideals make us believe that the existing 
knowledge won’t be lost. The institute is the educational dimension of the 
Rescue Centre. 

These techniques allow the training of people and communities for the creation 
or transformation of the places they live in. This way, they become fully part of 
the local context, of a healthy social network, being always:

 ECOLOGICALLY CORRECT that is using mainly local materials with a 
low impact on the environment and promoting a responsible and moderate use 
of local resources and avoiding negative impact on the nature.

 ECONOMICALLY SOUND, in the sense of being available to all - what-
ever their economic status and even while being outside the usual market 
approach - and that will create opportunities for the proper functioning of the 
communities own economic relations.

 CULTURALLY WEALTHY, from the moment they rescue and reinvent 
knowledge and techniques accumulated over the ages, but even more so to 
avoid purely mechanical goings-on. In this way it raises the creative thinking of 
those that interact with them.

 SOCIALLY RIGHT, permitting that the persons and communities get 
away from their role of mere consumers, making them capable again to par-
ticipate as much as possible in the building of their existence and the places 
they live in.

The New Land presents already those aspects and could be considered as a 
permaculture institute. 

 

A COMMON TOMORROW
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 THERAPEUTICAL
 Apart from being an economical support, the activity of farming, in-
volves learning how plants are growing, how to take care of it, how to harvest 
it, which species to be used, how to prepare the next season, etc. We consi-
der the involvement of a child in farming as a therapy. Just as us, Make Me 
Smile sees the agricultural activity as an opportunity to provide a ‘way out’, an 
escape from a difficult urban past. The rescued children would be offered an 
environment of natural growth, in the sereign-isolated environment of Kajulu 
rural ground.
In a passage from a street life, to being in the centre, the resident loses its 
basis. He has to acclimate to living in collectively. Having an activity in contact 
with nature can help the process of recovering from violence or mental issues. 
Focusing, following cycles, taking care of something helps in exteriorising an-
ger or finding peace, as meditation would do. 
The Permaculture Institute is even more enhanced here, as a chance of deve-
loping skills, may it be in farming, wood working, construction, local business, 
medicinal plants, etc., and represents a potential for vocation trainings, and 
who knows, a future profession and network. This takes part in a strategy to 
build social rehabilitation.

 EDUCATIONAL 
 As an illustration, us students, children of cities, have a very limited 
knowledge in agriculture. However, we crave to know more, and assume that 
a lot of young people are willing it too, assuming by the increasing number of 
contemporary practices involving farming, bio-architecture, permaculture prin-
ciples as a fundamental field of contemporary architecture practices. If linked 
with an activity of eco-tourism, we imagine the institute being able to receive 
students or any outsider willing to learn.

This opens up the centre to a wider network, reinforcing its development.

 ECONOMICAL
 The farm is likely to bring economical security, stability to the project. 
As mentioned before, it triggered the development of Team Rarudi’s economic 
situation, but also the community as a whole. Secondly, it represents a strong 
aspect of the centre durability. The majority of the food would come directly 
from the site; it reduces consequently the cost of food supply, transportation, 
etc. Later on, the production may be exceeding the need of the centre itself 
and could become a source of income for the centre, supplying the commu-
nity and strengthening the economical and food quality aspects of the area.  
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“If we plan for one year, 
we plant rice. 

If you plan for ten years, 
we plant trees. 

If we plan for one hundred years, 
we prepare people “

Old Chinese saying

Deleuze argues that “instead of searching for what a child is, as a person and 
individual, we have to search for the ‘and’, through augmenting the numbers 
of connections, or encounters, that provoke something new to be thought; we 
need to explore the trajectories, the forces, the lines of flight and how they 
intersect” 

Movement and Experimentation in Young Children’s Learning
Deleuze and Guattari

COMMUNITY 
CENTER

RESCUE CENTER

PERMACULTURE 
INSTITUTE

Awareness on 
envionmental 

challenges
Vocational

 training

Knowledge 
sharing

Food 
Production

Art

Culture

Self management

Health

Livelihood

Seregnity

Youth security

Education

Social structures

Figure 12 - Ideologic Program - The Rescue center and the Community Center  form the Perma 
culture Institute, as a knowledge gathering and sharing platform.
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Figure 13 :  The programme includes three entities ; the rescue center, the dormitories 
and the community center, where different disciplines are put together to form one 
system ; the permaculture institute.
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DESIGN INTENTIONS - SPATIAL REPARTITION

 The building is divided into three entities: 

- the rescue centre itself with the common and shared spaces, the social    
workers area

- the dormitories and private areas

- the independent community centre

The whole constitutes the Institute of Permaculture, through knowledge sprea-
ding, and gathers residents and outsiders. The organic farm and medicinal 
garden is everywhere around, following the agro-forestry principles.

A U-shaped building generates a central courtyard, a space for the resident to 
pass from an activity to another, or stop and sit for a break.
The dormitories are arranged according to a 3x3m grid, in descending ter-
races facing the stream. Dispersed, the 2 rooms-buildings generate paths and 
small respirations in the compound, likely to become gardens and intimate 
resting areas. 

Finally, the community centre components are a library, a workshop area, a 
community hall, a craft atelier. Those are thought to be connected but not 
in an enclosed area, they are to be open and visible from the outside. The 
spaces are adaptable to a large range of activity, from community gathering, 
to celebrations, including conferences or workshops.

The three entities of the Rescue Centre are designed as a whole but can 
physically disconnect and are closed off for accesses and security purposes. 
From the community spaces to the dormitories, they are gradually more and 
more privacy and security options. 
The choice of separating entities is part of a strategy in which each of the 
buildings can be built one after another, progressively in time.

Regarding time and cost of the realisation and maintenance, some part may 
need to be built in priority, some other may possibly be extended in the future, 
for instance the dormitory.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 14 : Design process diagrams. The intention is to sperate the entities accord 
ing to their properties. The dormitories are intimate and within a closed compouned, 
The rescue center and the community center can be more permable and accessible.
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Each room is 6x3m.
Every residents gets 9 square meter but enjoy a bigger volume.

The modular repartition of the rooms allows changes. 
Privacy can be displaced be setting up a light partition in between 
the two floor levels of every module.
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Figure 15 : Draft Plan Design - Artciulation of indoor-outdoor spaces. 
Dormitories unit drawing - Double rooms on two different floor levels.
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2. THE PROJECT
Construction technics

 RAW BRICKS

 The raw bricks are built from local materials. They are mostly made 
out of clay, sand, horse manure containing fibres and animal oil repulsing ter-
mites and moisture. They don’t necessitate fuel energy since they have to be 
dried on the shadow. 
Their production is quite rapid and doesn’t require expert skills. It allows a lib-
erty in mould design, assembly system and agencement in the design. 

The size of the brick can also differs according to its application. Both structur-
al and partition walls can be built with raw-bricks

The brick is built in a wooden mould allowing the production of 6 to 10 bricks at 
a time. The element composition is made in accordance to the solidity needed. 
For resistance matter, a mortar made of a mix of earth and water can be used. 
But, the wall or structural element must always be well protected from rainfalls 
and isolated from the ground, to protect it from termites and moisturizing.

 A coating made of cow dung can be applied to protect the bricks from humid-
ity. On top of this layer, a fine mix of lime and cactus water can be displaced, 
as a final protective layer. 

A brick wall can become permeable, create visual connection, and therefore 
compose a less massive separation. The variation of pattern and opacity can 
create light effects. It is also a great tool for natural ventilation in a climate 
such as Kisumu area. 

Contrary to cooked bricks, if a set of bricks is broken or affected by moisture, 
they can be recycled.

 RAMMED EARTH

 Entire walls or floors can be built out of rammed earth. Rammed-earth 
can be simple to construct, non-combustible, thermally massive, strong, and 
durable. However, structures such as walls can be labour-intensive to con-
struct without machinery (powered tampers), and they are susceptible to water 
damage if inadequately protected or maintained.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 16 : Exploded Construction Details Axonometry of Dormitories unit.
Concrete structure, use of cascaje for the ventilated slabs - raw bricks partition and 
strucural walls - standart doors and windows - Wooden frame for metalic sheet roof

SEEING FORWARD
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 SHELL PANNEL - CASCAJE

 Cascaje is a structural element. It is to be cured in a metallic or 
wooden mould, which can be used indefinitely.
Its length varies from 2 to 4 meters long by 60 centimetres width.

Disposed together, the cascaje create either a slab, which isolates the buil-
ding from the ground, from insects and humidity, or for a roof. This roof can 
lately support walls if a need for extension comes. 
Its carved shape provides a cavity where pipes or electrical cables can run 
through, before pouring the floor mixture.
The shell panel is not demanding in term of material and reinforcement. 
Recycled wires and chicken mesh can be used.
Also the cascaje brings high acoustic value in a building since their assembly 
provide a ceiling made of long arcades.
 
Flipped upside down, the cascaje provides a drainage channel for driving 
water in sloped site.

 FOUNDATIONS 

 The site being quite steep, it seems more realistic to work with the 
topography, instead of imagining complicated buried volume or cantilevered 
structures. Taking advantage of the slope is an essential point of our design 
and will increase the intimacy and programmatic division between the com-
munity hall, the rescue centre and the dormitories.

Therefore, the ground is likely to be shaped in terraces and the excavated 
earth used for raw bricks productions.

The dormitories are small entities placed on terraces following the slope 
toward the stream. This configuration allows views from the inside, entry of 
light, and a quite intimate perception of the space, hidden from the path.

Settlement layouts were decided with the vision of conserving all the existing 
trees, natural slopes, and natural resources of the site.
Building on what exists, retaining what works in a context ensures sustai-
nable practice by avoiding waste of resources and energy, both physical and 
social.

The mix for the foundations can be earth-cement, limiting the cost of every 
cubic meter of concrete. Also, stones from the excavation can be used for 
retaining walls.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 17 :  Layout aplication to siite topography, river and  existing paths
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Figure 18 :  Implentation and shadoaws directions

MORNING EVENING
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Figure 19 :  Brick ventilation system - Variation of opacity
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 WATER MANAGMENT

 The management of the water is crucial, and has to be taken into 
consideration early in the design. 

We seek for a cyclic system, at the scale of the New Land, and at the scale 
of the new constructions.

During heavy rains, the run off is consequent. It is necessary to channel it, 
both for the farm supply along droughts but also to avoid soil erosion. Col-
lected into dug channels (where cascajes could be displaced), the water can 
be stored in closed tanks or ponds, then used for farm irrigation, day-to-day 
washing, cooking, etc.

The rainwater is also to be collected from the roofs in smaller tanks and can 
be used for cooking and showering. 

After house-use, the water is polluted with chemicals and flows through a sys-
tem of filtrating ponds (rocks, sands and water-plants). Before being released 
to the ground, the river, or stored for farm and vegetable garden irrigation, the 
filtrated water could be finally use to water banana trees.

 Making these different systems visible on the final built project is 
important for raising awareness upon the quantity of water used for daily pur-
poses, and alternative recycling solutions.

Besides being educative, the presence of water in a living space is also contri-
buting to a pleasant environment, working as a soft boundary or a recreational 
outdoor space. 

Moreover, water ponds, if well designed and built, can offer the opportunity to 
grow fishes and start aquaponic systems.

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 20 :  Water System Diagram.
The rain run off is collected by channels, when flowing from uphill, and directed to 
the kitchen and the washroom (showers, toilets, and laundry). Then the water goes 
through filtrating ponds and banana plants before being released to the stream.

SEEING FORWARD
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Dormitories

A COMMON TOMORROW
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Figure 21:  South-east Facade

Community Center

Rescue Center
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AA’
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Figure 22:  Community Center Plans
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CC’

DD’

Figure 23:  Dormitories Plans

Figure 22:  Rescue Center Plans
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Figure 28:  South perspective - view on the different levels of programs. 
The dormitories are located on the river bank and the Community Center is up the hill, 
by the exisiting path

SEEING FORWARD
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 FUTURE MAINTENANCE

 Among the team is Bruce Muggola, a recently graduated Kenyan stu-
dent in planning. He spent a year in Sweden and took part of Reality Studio. 
Today, he works in an office in Nairobi. He wears the profile for conducting the 
construction of the Rescue Centre. He has the experience of administration 
and institutions requirements in the acceptance of architectural projects, and 
also knows the story of the project to which he is sensible. 
Bruce will guide us in the formal steps for being approved by the department. 
He will be, since leaving in Kenya, able to evaluate over time the needs for 
building maintenance. Bruce will also take part of this August 2016 workshop.

As the maintenance of the centre is concerned, we understood from a meet-
ing with the department of children that no employee from the children de-
partment could work in the centre, the Land being private, and not owned by 
the municipality. 

Since team Rarudi, Kajulu community and local craftsmen already took part 
of the New Land development and will be involved in the construction of the 
Rescue Centre, we see ourselves as slowly disappearing of the construction 
process. If we succeed building a part of the Rescue Centre next year, involv-
ing the bio-architecture technics and intuitive technologies, there is no neces-
sary need for us, foreign students to come and lead further construction. They 
will have, together with Bruce for instance, enough knowledge, skills, tools 
and confidence to pursue the construction over time, at the rhythm they want.

Except a nurse, a psychologist and probably a centre-manager, both the team 
in charge of the organic farm and the different social workers involved in MMS 
actions would be enough to take care of 15-30 children on a day to day basis.
Therefore, it is today clear that MMS NGO will have to find social workers from 
its own team or among Kajulu’s community.
We think that if Team Rarudi continues succeeding on their planning and per-
spectives, and if the New Land produces enough food, MMS could afford to 
hire locals as social workers, care givers and therefore reduce poverty

“ The basic premise of SD is that poverty is largely responsible for environmen-
tal degradation. Therefore, removal of poverty is necessary for environmental 
sustainability. This, it is argued, implies that economic growth is absolutely 
necessary for SD. The only thing that needs to be done is to ’change the qual-
ity of growth” to ensure that it does not lead to environmental destruction. “

WCED, . 1987, pp. 52-54

A COMMON TOMORROW
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3. TIME WISE 
Being open to external inputs and changes

Drawing the building is exciting and a big challenge. That is why the design 
of it is not something to rush, nor a result of some student’s esthetical wishes 
and taste. The idea is that the design project doesn’t ‘belong’ to us and has 
to be generated by many people. It is the results of many opinions and con-
tributions, and that is what make it rich.

We propose today some guidelines in several aspects of the design: program-
matic intentions, spatial repartition, and layout regarding site topography, con-
struction technics, and maintenance system. Nevertheless, the final design 
is likely to be modified again and again in the coming months following the 
master thesis submission.

The design is a projection of our own ideas and result of our architectural 
background. It is likely to be revised by Kenyan professional and contractors, 
but mostly by the NGO itself, which is supposedly the client.

When time comes, the design will have to be accepted both by the depart-
ment of children and by the department of civil work. The project has been, 
since the beginning, incremental and driven by reactivity. Incremental it may 
continue to be. The capacity to bounce back and propose alternatives has 
already been proven.

In order to demonstrate the building technics, rarely used in nowadays perma-
nent building in Kenya so far, the idea is  to build a 1:1 scale prototype on the 
New Land, in order for the department to have a physical object to judge, and 
not only drawings. Indeed, such element as row bricks or the cascaje are not 
building technics that are accepted for permanent building in Kenya.

Ten to twenty per cent of the Rescue center is to be built with Team Rarudi, 
international workshoppers, local craftman and anyone who could help us 
next year. From this construction, technical drawing will be implemented and 
re-adjustment will have to be done, in order for authorities to valid the bio-ar-
chitecture technics to be used.

SEEING FORWARD
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Figure 29:  A Common Tomorrow Back Bone : an on-going process proposing a work-
shop perspective to review the Rescue center projet, fruit of multidisciplinary approach 
and a variety ofstakeholder over time.
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FUTURE PLAN
THE WORKSHOP . AUG 2016

 From the very beginning, A Common Tomorrow team is willing to 
make the design process as open as it can be.
The development of construction technics has been done through participative 
methods on site with Team Rarudi. We think the design and the construction 
planification should include even more stakeholders and this is the reason why 
a workshop is needed.

A two weeks workshop is planned next August 2016, in Paris. It will be the 
springboard from our first intentions, a step from design ideas to a multiplicity 
of ideas, drawings, engineering details, comments, views, involvements, ref-
erences, etc.

The Rescue Centre design proposed in this master thesis is therefore to be 
reviewed, completed over time, both by the NGO joining in August but also by 
new stakeholders that will take the ownership of the project.
Here again, we see the master thesis project as a project prototype, as a first 
design step. Somehow it is a way for the Rescue Design design proposal to be 
criticized non-academically, to be reviewed by new stakeholders.

 COMMUNICATION

 Having been fully part of the project, its actors and theoretical frame-
work, it is difficult to take a distance in order to sum-up ideas and make it 
apprehensible for everybody. By inviting Yegan Mazandarini, communication 
manager, we hope to bring a new breath into a Common Tomorrow, to learn 
from his expertise how to communicate better to the different existing stake-
holders (local community, NGO, local institutions) and how to gather a larger 
number of international people interested in such participative dynamics.
Also the idea is to set up a crowd funding campaign to finance a part of the 
project.
 
 CHILDREN BASED

Children therapists, Sara Valero and Clarisse Jvenserg, working with vulnerable 
children, in France but also in Burkina Faso, will join in order to advise on spe-
cific design that could help the violented and vulnerable children to recover.
We are planning to reflect on children day-today space and movements, inti-
macy, materiality, but also the hypothetic dangers that design could involve.
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 ECO-MATERIAL
 
 Daovone Srivouabong, specialist in eco-material, founder of Matabase, is 
willing during the workshop to help in finding ways to process local material, 
to make research on 

 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
A group of ten students from different countries and school will spend two 
weeks reviewing the proposal of this master thesis.
Working together on architectural details, on the research of other construction 
technics and references they could have experience before, but also by calcu-
lating the amount of material, people and time needed for such construction.

We are planning to design and build together a brick baker’s oven 1:1 scale 
This extra idea is to experiment brick as a element of construction, together 
with the use of formwork, parametric design, etc. Since the raw brick is one 
of the core-building element, this experimentation may bring new design in-
comes for the different area of the Rescue Center, adding aesthehic value and 
diversity in the futur center.

 KENYAN ARCHITECT

Bruce Mugola, a former student within Reality Studio, is now working as a 
construction manager in Kenya. He has been part of every step of A Com-
mon Tomorrow by helping on-site, discussing the work we did and showing a 
growing interest into the future plan. Bruce, having the experience of Kenyan 
construction site, materials, tools, labour, etc. is intending to be in charge of 
the future construction. He is coming to take part of the workshop in order to 
review the design regarding costs and reality.

Make Me Smile NGO will visit at the end of the workshop and intend the exhi-
bition of the work. From that point, we will discuss the future of Kajulu Rescue 
Center and our possible involvment into construction.

Make Me Smile NGO will have, meantime, to submit the commmunity center 
part to Kajulu Community and will have to start to communicate specific doc-
uments to the ministry of civil work, of children in order for the project to be 
validated.
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Figure 30:  A Common Tomorrow Time Line - Parallele emphasises between physical 
outcomes and social capital
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 CONCLUSION

 Following the principles of the strategy, the design of the Rescue 
Centre is planned to be based on diversity, relying on the potential of vernac-
ular technics, an efficient management of resources and the richness of the 
stakeholders involved. 

The proposition of combining the Rescue Centre to diverse programmatic 
entities such as a community centre and a farm may seem complex but 
appears essential in order to avoid secluded children. 

We believe in a positive interaction with people and nature as an important 
aspect of a child social rehabilitation. The Permaculture Institute idea is likely 
to rise upon principles such as inclusiveness of ideas, diversity of stakehold-
ers, technics, and to respond to the need of Vulnerable Children in Kisumu.

The choice of using accessible technics leads to imagine that almost every-
one could be part of the construction: from the members of the Rarudi Team, 
to local artisans, and including international multidisciplinary students. This 
way, we assure a process that could be, as much as possible, independent 
from contractors, politics and local governments.

The diversity of disciplines gravitating around the Rescue Centre is triggering 
a high potential for social interaction, bottom-up decision-making, knowledge 
spreading and economic stability within Kajulu community.

Also, its openness to international participants must keep on being fruitful 
and slowly built up chances for the empowerment of the community, but also 
opportunities for international students, volunteers and eco-tourist to discov-
er clean and respectful of traditions environment, else where that through 
institutions programs or classic education.

“ And we need to accept that bottom-up peer pressure will be more effective 
than top-down rules and regulations, which no one in the teenage of humanity 
will want to follow. “

Thomas Fisher
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011

SEEINGFORWARD
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

 NANO LEVEL
 How can we enhance the role and ability of individuals to reinforce 
local change ? Is every individual gaining from participatory and prototyping 
methods?

 MICRO LEVEL
 How can our student project contribute to the sustainable develop-
ment of Kajulu community ? How can the project of a Rescue Center operate 
change for both vulnerable children and the local community without causing 
any collateral damage ?

 MESO LEVEL
 How can a partnership between NGO, international students, local 
government, and outsiders works and contributes to an alternative develop-
ment strategy in Kisumu?  Is A Common Tomorrow a valid approach to improve 
rural-urban connectivity ?

 MACRO LEVEL
 How intersecting the platforms of education, community develop-
ment, alternative tourism, and food production can enhance sustainable devel-
opment in emerging countries?

A COMMON TOMORROW
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 NANO LEVEL

 One aspect remains difficult to illustrate in a written essay: the human 
factor. The project A Common Tomorrow concerns and affects a large number 
of people, whom we have not mentioned all the names. We are making the 
assumption that every of them - as from far or close - lived a great positive 
experience from being part. As a student, being part of A common tomorrow 
project is the chance of learning on the field, developing skills, and reflecting 
on our role as architect. 

The participatory process has for interest to value every individual asset and 
acknowledge the power of collective thinking.
By becoming part of the group for the duration of the project, rather than a 
detached individual creating something independently to be handed over the 
completion of the process, the community participants are perceived as the 
architects.

 MICRO LEVEL

 At the scale of the New Land, we firstly point out that Team Rarudi 
benefited from the student impulsions to develop their knowledge, to increase 
their collective potential, as a team, by working towards a local business, likely 
to improve their livelihood and giving a chance to their children to be part of 
the dynamic of the development of the New Land. 
Both Kajulu community and vulnerable children will surely benefit such fruitful 
development. More innovative initiatives will surely take off soon, including 
more stakeholders. 

The New Land, implemented with an organic farming, a community centre 
will offer a sereign and secure place for social rehabilitation through vocation-
al training. Development is sustainable when communities participate in the 
process of shaping and building the their own environment and conserving 
non-renewable natural resources. Over the centuries, indigenous communities 
have had a symbolic relationship and reverence for Nature, that modern soci-
eties, urban context’s issues can well emulate and learn from.

The introduction of a Rescue centre for Vulnerable Children is conceivable not 
only because of new facilities, but mostly thanks to the establishment of a 
stable socio-economic structure. Architecture and its bio-aspect is just a way, 
not a goal.

CONCLUSION
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A COMMON TOMORROW

“ The shift required is social. Communities provide a forum for exploring is-
sues, developping responses, and realizing decisions. While individuals are 
often unprepared are often unprepared to make the sacrifices required by a 
lifestyle that has a lower environmental impact, community initiatives provide 
a base for that change. Community construction projects mobilize people 
around shared resource and lead to direct action. This is enabled by the in-
vestment that a community has in the building in which they will live. “

Nick Seeman 
New Directions in Sustainable Design . 2011
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 MESO LEVEL

 Building self-sustained facilities in the rural area of Kisumu drives 
a vision of emancipation from massive urban systems, the project triggers 
changes of mindset locally, institutionally and national. This is through multi-
disciplinary, spread of knowledge, communication and network expansion that 
outsiders and surrounding institutions can come across the process, engaging 
new stages for reflection, to improve rural-urban connectivity. This is because 
rural will host such attractive initiatives that urban will stop being ego-centric 
and over-consuming and polluting its surrounding.

Diverse and cooperative solutions, which will help to make communities more 
robust, self-efficient and have lower living cost should be illustrated in Kajulu. 
There will be other benefits from cleaner air, lower healthcare costs and lower 
flood risk for the surroundings.

Extending training over Kisumu can also provide in carpentry, casting concrete 
slabs, shuttering, electrical and plumbing services, as well as organic farming, 
bee keeping, etc. Not only for them to build their own homes but also to em-
power others with new skills.

 MACRO LEVEL

 By putting the education and the youth at the centre of the future 
research, we hope to provide an alternative to the fatalistic future of coming 
generations in a globalized and urban-concentrated civilization. By opening up 
Kajulu’s project to an international stage, we hope to clarify a global issue. 
A platform is emerging, relaying information and knowledge, giving an insight 
of what emerging countries are today facing and what are their potential. 
Developed countries and its education system should be challenged, about 
architecture and construction, food production, community development and 
also international tourism.

A Common Tomorrow pretends offering a base for change, at a larger scale, 
through an international community, Kajulu Rescue Centre being a way to start 
with.

CONCLUSION
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